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**Introduction**

The 11th ICSD 2023 is organized by the European Center of Sustainable Development, at the Roma Eventi- Fontana di Trevi, Piazza della Pilotta, 4 Rome, Italy from:

**Wednesday 06 to Thursday 07 September 2023**

11th ICSD2023 will be an excellent opportunity to present your projects and discuss the latest results in the field of Sustainability Science. The general aim of the conference is to promote international collaboration in Sustainability Science and related disciplines.

The Conference theme is *Creating a unified foundation for the Sustainable Development: research, practice and education*. This theme emphasizes the strong foundation that is provided by using research to inform our everyday practices, policies, and research approaches. The 2023 Conference will once again provide a forum for the sharing of ideas, presentation of research findings, and discussion of professional issues relevant to Sustainability Science.

On behalf of the Scientific Program Committee, I have great pleasure in presenting this important event of the Scientific Community.

The Conference topics are distributed in the range of the following streams within the ICSD2023 program:

1. **Economic Sustainability:**
2. **Environmental Sustainability:**
3. **Socio-Cultural Sustainability:**

All abstracts were reviewed by members of the ICSD2023 Steering Committee for rating of abstract quality and presentation content.

Selected papers are also published at the European Journal of Sustainable Development.

Further details in accordance with the instructions of the ICSD2023 are provided on the Call for Papers page at: [www.ecsdev.org](http://www.ecsdev.org)

I would like to thank you for your scientific contribution to the Second International Conference on Sustainable Development and look forward to having the opportunity to showcase and disseminate your research.

Special thanks also to the organizing committee, and all the people that worked hard, to bring in light this considerable event.

Yours sincerely

Professor Gian Paolo Caselli

Chair, 11th ICSD2023 Steering Committee
International Steering Committee:

Gian Paolo Caselli, Chair
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Adrian Gawęda PhDc

ABSTRACT:
ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) performance of the company plays an increasing role in its market performance, especially in terms of market valuation. Although, the research on the relationship between corporate ESG and market performance can be traced back to the beginning of the 1970s, no unified conclusions have been reported by authors so far, which states of existence of research gap in this area. The main aim of the study is to evaluate the ESG performance of the country as the factor differentiating the impact of corporate ESG performance on its market value. The paper analysed selected measures of descriptive statistics, Pearson correlation coefficient, and panel data regression in order to assess the impact of country ESG performance on the corporate ESG vs market performance relationship. Country ESG performance was proxied by Global Sustainability Competitiveness Index from Solability, corporate ESG performance by ESG scoring from Refinitiv, while market value was proxied by Simplified Tobin’s Q. Research confirmed country ESG performance as the determinant of company ESG and market value relationship.

Keywords: ESG performance, country ESG, company ESG, market value, market performance, financial performance, European Union

Adrian Gawęda graduated MA studies in the field of finance and accountancy at University of Lodz, Poland. Currently he is Ph.D. researcher at Doctoral School of Social Sciences of University of Lodz and holds the position of Assistant at mentioned University. His doctoral thesis is “Sustainable finance impact on stock companies valuation”. His research is focused on the assessment of the impact of ESG on market performance of stock companies in European Union as well as determinants of this relationship. In parallel, Mr. Gawęda coordinates scientific projects in his field study/scientific interests. On a personal note, Mr. Gawęda’s interests are formula 1, Italian automotive and corporate finance.
2. Understanding Community Capacity for Bottom-Up Management of Mount Hakusan UNESCO Biosphere Reserve

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Aida MAMMADOVA, Seira Harada, Tuba AZHAR, Romain Milesi Phisbien

ABSTRACT:
The aim of the study was to understand the potential of Shiramine villagers for bottom-up administration of Mount Hakusan UNESCO Biosphere Reserve (BR). We investigated the various aspects of community capability using data from numerous sources, including interviews, surveys, and published reports. 23 people participated in a survey. Results has showed that the issues such as depopulation (34.8%), accessibility problems (especially for the elderly), difficulties with tourism (30.4%), and the effects of school and municipal mergers (30.4%) were the biggest concern for the locals. However, the biggest values of Shiramine was rated as interpersonal interactions (56.5%), followed by the environment and traditional culture. Most of the residents expressed the high level of happiness by living inside the community (86.9%), which was related to the strong community bonds and natural surroundings. The survey showed the presence of a variety of jobs, such as farmers, students, freelancers, housewives, and people working in administrative and governmental positions. These results showed a wide range of community involvement and the possibility of utilizing this diversity to boost the bottom-up management strategy. For the effective and sustainable management of BR, developing inclusivity and active participation, by using variety of talents and knowledge will play crucial role.

Keywords: Community development, UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, Bottom-Up approach, Regional management, Sustainability
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3. Sustainability and Finance – The role of Taxation

Dr. Alexander Szívós

ABSTRACT:
We have seen a dynamic rise in industrial and economic development around the globe, the negative impact of humankind is emerging and violating the Earth’s fragile ecosystems. The United Nation’s Brundtland Commission defined sustainable development and called attention to the threatening issues of sustainability with its recommendations. Fortunately, environmental protection has become a mainstream topic and many nations, international organizations have made fundamental steps in order to ensure our sustainable future. The financial sector plays a significant role in shaping and transforming the economy along environmental principals. The author addresses fiscal policy as a key instrument for promoting the transition to a circular economy. Through the fiscal policy a high variety of instruments available to states to treat environmental problems, within this, taxation has a core function. On the one hand, tax systems introduced different environmental taxes to restrict pollution activities. On the other hand, with the increased focus on business practices globally, the importance of complying with tax laws in a sustainable manner has never been more important than today. The study aims to present and highlight the role of taxation on the way to achieving sustainable development.

Keywords: Sustainability, Circular Economy, Taxation, ESG, Transparency
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Prof. Ambrose Dodoo, Ahmad Al-Najjar PhDc

ABSTRACT:
The construction sector is expected to play a major role in the mitigation of climate change. Improved resource efficiency over the complete life cycle of buildings is essential to achieve sustainable buildings with low climate impact. This study emphasizes the importance of considering all life cycle stages and implementing circular economy practices including efficient post-use materials recovery for reduced climate impacts of wood-based construction. In this study, the climate impact of a modular multi-storey building with cross-laminated timber (known also as mass timber) is explored in a life cycle perspective, focusing on the implications of circularity strategies for post-use building materials at the end-of-life stage. The preliminary results show that the building’s end-of-life stage represent significant share of the total life cycle environmental impacts. This stage represents about 15% of the life cycle carbon footprint of the building. The analysis indicates that the implementation of circularity strategies, such as reuse, recycling, downcycling, and cascading, significantly reduces the life cycle environmental impacts of the building, offsetting the end-of-life impacts. In summary, this study emphasizes the importance of considering all life cycle processes, including effective end-of-life management for post-use materials, to achieve a more sustainable construction.
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Ana Solange Leal, Ana Aleixo, Eunice Baguma Ball, Stav Bar-Shany

ABSTRACT:
Thesis statement: The growth of African digital innovation ecosystems is hindered by variety of structural and systemic factors. Methodology: The 6-month research work focused in four countries: Nigeria, Uganda, Ghana and Tanzania. Data was collected through i) Desk-based research, ii) Interviews; iii) Country-specific roundtables and, iv) Surveys. Results: Common factors impacting the progress of the digital innovation ecosystems emerged:  
- Markets: driven by mobile adoption and digital markets are growing but affordability and access remain limiting factors.  
- Finance: Investment into African tech markets continues to grow. However, early-stage startups and certain key sectors remain under-funded.  
- Infrastructure: Addressing infrastructure gaps, particularly in rural areas is high on the agenda for both private and public actors. The number of digital innovation hubs is growing but funding constraints limit the support they provide.  
- Culture: Entrepreneurship is regarded as a positive solution to unemployment and a way to increase financial and economic participation.  
- Human Capital: Increasing emphasis on digital skills development. Yet, education systems are not adapting and meeting the demand for advanced digital skills.  
Conclusions and Implications: Collaboration between Africa and Europe is critical for accelerating digital transformation and contributing to the sustainable economic growth of both continents.
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6. Research of Adverse Social Effects and Prevention Challenges in the Context of Sustainable Societal Development

Prof. Dr. Andrejs Vilks, Dr. Aldona Kipane

ABSTRACT:
Adverse social effects (alcoholism, drug addiction, prostitution and human trafficking, corruption, crime, etc.) and their adverse consequences are increasing in the crisis and post-crisis period. At the same time their actual prevalence rates have been objectively insufficiently studied. Adverse social effects have a particularly negative impact on the sustainable development of society. They have various and diverse forms of impact. It should be noted that adverse social effects cause direct and intangible losses in the economic and social areas. Failing to take effective restrictive measures of these phenomena public administration systems deform. In the UN 2030 Agenda of Sustainable Development one of the goals is aimed at ensuring peace, justice and good governance (goal 16). It includes activities aimed at reducing all forms of violence, including against children and related deaths, combating all forms of corruption and bribery. The UNDP summary shows that up to 25% of government budgets are lost due to corruption Corruption and other adverse social effects significantly affect the sustainable development of society, reducing investments in the development and implementation of full-fledged growth programmes. Therefore, the study of the mentioned effects is particularly relevant in order to outline prevention measures.
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Prof. Dr. Andrew Adewale ALOLA, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Oktay Ozkan, Dr. Tomiwa Sunday Adebayo

ABSTRACT:
Given that the United States of America and European Union are among the world’s top greenhouse gas emitting economies, it poses yet to be answered questions on whether efficient utilization of nonrenewable energy sources or renewable energy intensification in these economies account for any environmental benefit. To answer these inherent questions, this study examines and compares environmental performances of the economies in response to nonrenewable energy efficiency, renewable energy intensity, and environmental-related technologies while controlling for natural resource rent and urban population over the period 1990-2019. By implementing the advantage of Kernel-Based Regularized Least Squares alongside robustness measures, the findings posit that nonrenewable energy efficiency, renewable energy intensity, and environmental-related technologies significantly mitigates greenhouse gas (GHG) emission in the economies. Importantly, while the three metrics show louder environmental impact in the EU, nonrenewable energy efficiency plays a louder and environmentally desirable role than the other two metrics. Conversely, natural resources and urbanization significantly hampers environmental sustainability by increasing GHG emission in the economies. Unfortunately, a terribly more damaging environmental impact arising from increased urbanization is noticeable in the EU. These findings afford concrete policy measures to be further devised for the USA and EU, and the entire globe given the foresight of net zero target.

Keywords: Environmental sustainability; energy efficiency; energy intensity; environmental technologies; the USA; EU.
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8. Science-driven Sustainability Governance: The cases of Resilient Food Systems and Urban Life

Prof. Dr. Phoebe Koundouri, Dr. Angelos Alamanos

ABSTRACT:
The last decades our societies are facing increasing sustainability challenges: climate change, natural disasters, biodiversity collapse, urbanization, growing population of different patterns (aging population in Europe, other continents with younger population, or exponentially growing), wars, geopolitical implications, pandemic, inequalities. The interconnectedness of the above challenges and the complex mechanisms driving them can majorly affect multiple domains, such as health, food, trade, environment, economies, etc. We present a brief overview of the existing knowledge on two main sustainability targets: food systems, and urban life. We identify the critical challenges for each one, and the main approaches followed so far to make food systems resilient to the percurrent challenges, and urban life more sustainable. Based on these examples-targets, we argue that there exist common elements indicating the emergence of overarching principles, necessary for the sustainability transition. Such principles consist a holistic approach to all the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), showing that they can only be achieved altogether. This kind of developing culture needs to be cultivated through systemic policy approaches aiming to equity, and interdisciplinary research and innovation exploiting new technologies. Finally, we highlight the importance of the role of humanities for this cultural transition towards a more sustainable world.

Keywords: Sustainability; Cities; Urban Life; Digitalization; Food Systems; Resilience.
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9. Sustainability Control Systems in Emerging Economies: The Solution for Rising Tensions when Implementing Hybrid Strategies?

Anika Berning-van Zyl PhDc, Anja Hutton

ABSTRACT:
Companies in the fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) industry in the emerging economy of South Africa are experiencing more pressure than ever from consumers to become more sustainable. As a result, companies are aiming to implement hybrid strategies which include both traditional for-profit strategies along with sustainability strategies. Unfortunately, tensions arise between these strategies which causes more disconnect than integration. Therefore, the study proposes that a management control system framework should be investigated as a tool to manage these tensions. The study is exploratory and utilizes a qualitative approach to address the research problem. Primary data is collected by means of semi-structured interviews with CEOs of large fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) companies in South Africa. The findings are extremely interesting as some of the theoretical elements of the management control system framework can be identified from the interviews, however, others have not been confirmed as suitable for tension management. This provides more clarity regarding the applicability of Western theoretical models in emerging economies and how these models can be adapted to fit the context of an emerging economy. This echoes the call more contingency based research in emerging economies as Western models simply cannot be transferred to these contexts without adaptation.

Keywords: Sustainability; sustainability control systems; management control systems; sustainable development
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10. Have Hungarian Districts Become More Resilient? – A Comparison of the 2014 and 2020 Baseline Resilience Indicators for Communities (BRICs)

Anna Csizovszky PhDc

**ABSTRACT:**
Recent crises have put resilience at the center of sustainability and territorial studies. Enhancing resilience plays a crucial role in sustainable regional development and calls for knowledge of local vulnerabilities as well as capacity for absorption, adaptation, and transformation. Community resilience refers to the ability of different regional levels to adjust their socioeconomic systems to manage the adverse effects of shocks and stresses and to be able to provide adaptive responses. So far, studies have focused mainly on specific areas, which is difficult to apply in the context of successive crises and makes it more challenging to set development priorities.

This research adopts the Baseline Resilience Indicators for Communities (BRIC) framework and focuses on changes between 2014 and 2020. The community resilience assessment of Hungarian districts revealed quite a homogenous performance concerning the overall score but showed high heterogeneity concerning the five resilience dimensions evaluated. Over time, the indicators generally increased in the social and economic domains and decreased in the community domain. Besides, rapid suburbanization processes around cities contributed to lower overall performances indicating the necessity of action.

**Keywords:** Community resilience, BRIC, regional pattern, Hungary, spatiotemporal analysis
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11. Consumers' Post-Purchase Behavior of Fashion Textile Products

Arifa Parvin Kemi PhDc, Dr. Gyula Zilahy

ABSTRACT:
Sustainable consumption plays a vital role in implementing the circular economy as envisaged by the European Union in its new Circular Economy Action Plan. According to this plan, apart from implementing more sustainable production processes by the corporate sector, consumers should also contribute to a more sustainable future by changing their consumption patterns and lifestyles in general.
An essential aspect of consumer behaviour is whether consumers prefer new or second-hand products and how they behave after acquiring them. To better understand this issue, our research aims to analyze consumers' post-purchase behaviour of fashion (clothing) products and uncover the factors influencing consumers' intentions and behaviour for the reuse, repair, and recycling of fashion products. A review of the relevant literature found that most research related to fashion products examines consumers' motivation regarding their initial shopping choices. Therefore, our study attempts to reveal consumers' post-purchase behaviour to complement these research findings. We used the theory of planned behaviour as a backdrop of our research since consumers' attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control significantly influence post-purchase behaviour. Using this theory, the differences between post-purchase behaviour of new and second-hand fashion products were explored. A large-scale questionnaire survey of fashion consumers was conducted through telephone interviews. The questionnaire survey was used by a non-random sampling method to reach a representative group of consumers of 500 participants in a large European city, Budapest. We used the crosstab and cluster analysis to analyze the data from 478 responses. Three different consumer groups were discovered, namely "Reuse consumers," "Repair consumers," and the third "Recycle consumers"—who showed a keen interest in and willingness to buy both new and used fashion items. Responses from customers to all clusters were statistically significant when compared. This study adds to the theoretical knowledge of how consumers react to products that can be recycled, repaired, and used again. These clusters can assist both government and businesses in creating strategies to introduce new and used fashion products successfully. Besides, the research results enable us to understand better the sustainability implications of the fashion market and form suggestions for policymaking relating to this vital sector.

Keywords: Sustainable consumption, fashion products, post-purchase behaviour, reuse, repair, repurchase, and recycling
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12. Application of the Sustainable Business Model Framework

Dr. Åsa Devine, Michaela Sandell

ABSTRACT:
All organizations are unique, not least considering when and how certain sustainable business practices are initiated and managed. Organizations therefore need an instrument that is possible to adapt to allow for monitoring sustainability progress. In the Sustainable Business Model (SBM) framework, developed by the authors, the sustainability activities of stakeholders connected to the organization are coded into a matrix formed of sustainability archetypes and value dimensions. The purpose of this paper is to describe how the SBM framework can be adapted and used for depicting sustainability activities and values annually and over time. In the example used to demonstrate the application of the framework an extra archetype had to be added, which resulted in a modification of the model. By analyzing the adapted and applied matrix, it can be seen not only which archetypes have the most activity, but also which stakeholders are involved in initiating, delivering and capture of value. The contribution of the paper is to show the applicability and versatility the developed SBM framework when used in practice.

Sustainable Business Model (SBM) Framework, Sustainability Activities, Sustainability Archetypes, Value Initiation, Value Delivery, Value Capture, Practical application
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13. EU Green Transition in Times of Geopolitical Pressures: Accelerating or Slowing the Pace Towards Climate Neutrality?

Prof. Beatriz Pérez de las Heras

ABSTRACT:
The current climate emergency and war in Ukraine have put climate action and energy security at the top of the EU’s agenda. The ‘Fit for 55’ legal package and REPowerEU Plan outline the short- and medium-term measures to end EU’s dependence on Russian fossil fuels and address climate change. The new targets and policy instruments have the potential to accelerate the decarbonization of Europe. However, from environmental and equity perspectives, serious concerns remain about how sustainable the transformation will be. Thus, difficulties to achieve an immediate independence from Russian fuels is making some EU countries to increase the use of carbon. The accelerated deployment of renewable energies increases the demand for materials and soils, which generates territorial conflicts and impacts on biodiversity. The support from the Social Climate Fund will not cover all the demands of the most vulnerable people to assist with costs derived from the energy transitions, e.g. cleaner heating systems and transport. This contribution provides an overview of the EU new measures to step up the energy transformation, while assessing them through the lens of environmental sustainability and fair transition.

Keywords: REPowerEU, energy security, energy savings, renewable energy, energy justice, fair transition
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14. EU Consumers, Renewable Energies, And Sustainable Development – an Exploratory Market-Oriented Approach

Prof. Dr. Călin Vegheș, Dr. Andreea Strâmbu-Dima, Dr. Laurențiu Stoenică

ABSTRACT:
The European Union countries are working to reach the truly ambitious objective of achieving a climate-neutral continent by 2050. Increasing the employment of renewable energies is one of the strategic directions promoted to fulfill this purpose. Although the socioeconomic and political context has accelerated the use of renewable energy sources, shifting to green energy raises significant challenges and generates a substantial impact both at the macroeconomic and microeconomic levels, with particular attention given to the overall behavior of the EU consumers within this transitional process.

The paper presents the results of an exploratory approach aiming to assess, based on the secondary data and from a market-oriented perspective, the attitude of EU consumers toward renewable energies and the extent to which they are willing to consider these energy sources as a reliable alternative to the conventional ones, as well as their perceived participation and involvement to the sustainable development of EU countries.

Keywords: Renewable energies, EU consumers, Marketing, Sustainable development
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Carolina Villamil

ABSTRACT:
Product service system solutions encourage to share products, reducing manufacturing processes and increasing the product life. Therefore, this might contribute to offer more sustainable solutions to users, by considering the complete socio-ecological system, the context, the stakeholder relationship, among other aspects. Where the sustainability behavior of consumers and the data provided for new information and technology (ICT) devices are key factors in the development of solutions with a higher sustainability performance. Moreover, game elements and ICT have been used in different fields to engage users. The aim of this research is to investigate if a gamified approach motivates a substantiable behavior change in users of product service system solutions. Based on a literature review, a model is proposed and applied to a product service system case of a shared laundry facility in Sweden. The model was evaluated with experts semi-structured interviews and a survey with users of the shared laundry facility. Concluding that a gamified approach has a potential to motivate behavior change towards sustainability in product service system. In future research, the proposed model will be adapted to be tested in other product service system cases, with the purpose to improve it for its application in industry and education.
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16. Agriculture Modernization in Building Sustainable Cities

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Chai Lee Goi, Dr. Mei Teh Goi

ABSTRACT:
This paper aims to examine the current state of agriculture modernization in building sustainable cities. Agriculture is closely related to several United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adopted in 2015 as part of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. Sustainable agriculture practices can contribute significantly to achieving these SDGs by increasing food production, reducing poverty, creating employment, conserving natural resources, and mitigating climate change. This research has also briefly highlighted the models implemented across different continents, including Africa, Asia, North America, South America, Europe, and Oceania. However, the paper also identifies various challenges faced by agriculture modernization in building sustainable cities, such as land use, climate change, water scarcity, soil degradation, loss of biodiversity, energy use, access to finance, technology transfer, policy and regulatory frameworks, and market access.

Keywords: Agriculture modernization, sustainable cities
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17. Lifelong Learning for Sustainable Development from TVET to the University of Technology: A Recognition of Prior Learning Phenomenon

Dr. Charles Masoabi

ABSTRACT:
This study seeks to explore the application of recognition of prior learning (RPL) process on N6 students from Technical and vocational education and training (TVET) at the university of technology (UoT). In the context of this study RPL is seen as a vehicle that promotes lifelong learning for sustainable development among youth. The researcher employs phenomenology design situated in qualitative research approach. The target group of participants are heads of departments (HODs) in the UoT from faculties that render similar studies as those found in the neighbouring TVET college. The HODs are the custodians of admission process. Open-ended question online interview survey will be developed on Question-pro and emailed to the respective HODs for their response. Content analysis will also be used on documents such as institutional and the department of higher education (DHET) RPL policies. The researcher is currently awaiting ethical clearance certificate or approval from the institutional research committee. Collected data may be helpful towards closing gaps in institutional policy regarding recognition of prior learning and lifelong learning for sustainable development among youth.
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18. The Impact of Public Green Space Views on Indoor Thermal Perception and Environment Control Behavior of Residents — — a Survey Study in Shanghai

Dr. Chunya Wu

ABSTRACT:
To reduce energy consumption while meeting the indoor thermal comfort requirements of residential buildings, this survey study explores the visual-thermal cross-modal effect of public green space window view on residents' indoor thermal perception, and how this effect regulates residents' environment control behavior. Based on an online questionnaire, 424 valid data was collected from Shanghai residents during the lockdown period during which the window view is the only accessible connection to the outside. The result shows that public green space views, while not significantly changing the physical thermal sensation of residents, made a greater proportion of participants feel thermal neutral, and significantly improved the participants' environmental evaluation, thermal comfort, and thermal acceptance, resulting in a 7% decrease in using air conditioning and 7% increase in natural ventilation. Path analysis reveals that public green space window view can improve indoor thermal comfort by enhancing subjective environmental evaluation, and thus encourage passive environmental regulation behavior, reducing energy consumption. Complementing previous studies, this research provides direct evidence for the energy-saving potential of public green space in residential areas from a different angle.

Keywords: Visual-thermal interaction; cross-modal perception; Environment control behavior; Environmental psychology; Sustainable design
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19. Hotel Managers Perceptions of Sustainable Tourism Certification Systems: Insights from Turkish and Irish Professionals

Dr. Conor McTiernan, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Mehlika Saraç, Prof. Dr. Aylin POROY ARSOY, Dr. Pádraig Gallagher

ABSTRACT:
Sustainable tourism certification systems, such as GSTC and the supporting criteria, are gaining increasing traction in hospitality scholarship. Such research focuses on three distinct yet interrelated themes. Firstly, their impacts on hospitality operations, particularly their contribution to the ‘measure and manage’ approach to waste and water usage, carbon emission reduction, financial implications and hospitality’s contribution to the circular economy. Secondly, sustainable certification systems’ cumulative impacts on the development of sustainable destinations. Finally, the literature examines the role of top-down initiatives to support hospitality organisations adaptation of credible sustainability certification programmes to ensure the sector complies with regional, national and international agendas such as Net-Zero. Yet there remains a dearth of research in the perceptions and motivations of the key gatekeepers to successful adoption of certification programmes; the hotel managers. Using the value-norm-belief model, this research captures perceptions of hotel managers’ insights on the challenges, benefits and credibility of implementing GSTC certification from three perspectives. Firstly, their self-efficacy that they have an ethical duty to adopt such criteria to effect positive change. Secondly, the data explores the impact of social norms on their engagement with certification programmes and finally, the impact of legislative calls to employ such systems on their operations, employees and customer satisfaction.
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20. Act Locally, Think Globally: SDGs as Core Content for a 24 Course EAP Program

Dr. Cristina Tat, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Sean E.K.P. Gay

ABSTRACT:
In this presentation we will detail how a Sustainable Development Goals-centered English for Academic Purposes (EAP) curriculum was created and implemented at a Japanese university. In 2020, the School of Policy Studies at Kwansei Gakuin University decided to revamp its undergraduate and graduate curricula to focus on offering most courses in English. Students wishing to pursue courses in International Affairs, Public Policy and Media Studies would have to be able to write, speak, and attend lectures delivered in English with minimal Japanese language support. To prepare students, the first two years of their undergraduate studies they must enroll into a rigorous EAP program focused on the themes of the Sustainable Development Goals. The program seeks to achieve lateral as well as vertical integration of the four skills Reading, Writing, Listening, and Speaking. We will explain the curriculum development process, as well as discuss the successes and failures after one year of implementation. The focus will be on how an increase on socially relevant content, the SDGs, was perceived by students and how it affected their academic development.
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21. Work Alienation and work engagement. The mediating role of Perceived Social Support

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Dan Florin Stănescu, Marius Constantin Romașcanu PhDc

ABSTRACT:
In the present research, we aimed to study the relationship between work alienation and work engagement and the mediating role of perceived social support. The current study used data from 178 participants (48 men and 130 women) aged 21 to 53 years (M=30.88, SD=9.00). Participants were invited to complete the following instruments: Work Alienation Scale (Nair & Vohra, 2009), The Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (Zimet et al., 1988), and The Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2003). The results showed that work alienation and work engagement correlate significantly negatively (r=-.755, p<.01). Similarly, work alienation also correlated significantly negatively with perceived social support (r=-.744, p<.01). Also, perceived social support proved to be a strong mediator in the relationship between work alienation and work engagement (z=-10.17, p<.01). The results show that by increasing the level of perceived social support, a strong positive effect on the level of work engagement could be obtained. In addition, (reduced) alienation at work acts as one of the most important factors in stimulating work engagement.
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22. Taking the University into the Garden: Creating Narratives of Hope After the COVID-19 Pandemic

Dr. Donna Champion

ABSTRACT:
Thesis Statement: community-led food projects and community gardens in the UK have supported people recovering from the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. This research investigated how people can be supported to take up employment and higher-educational opportunities again.
Methodology: Twenty in-depth interviews were conducted with public service providers, community groups, local government officials and service-users. A narrative analysis was conducted to offer insight into how universities can work with social projects to widen the horizons of local people, particularly young people, and help them to re-engage with education and employment opportunities after the pandemic lockdowns.
Results: The paper offers three different examples of how universities can support communities to widen the horizons of local people and so create a narrative of hope for the future.
Conclusions and Implications: The narratives presented here suggest that if universities engage with their local community and voluntary sectors, by adopting a ‘University in the Garden’ approach, people on the margins of society can be given access to a wide range of educational opportunities in an environment that is safe and non-threatening. These opportunities could lead to future employment and extended engagement in education, creating hope for the future.
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23. Effect of Climate Change in Years 2006-2019 on Crop Yields in Poland
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Elżbieta Wójcik Gront, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Dariusz Gozdowski, Dr. Tomasz Lenartowicz

ABSTRACT:
In recent years, especially from 2005, substantial increase of temperature is observed worldwide, including Poland. Crop production is very important for livestock feeding and for food production. In this study effect of climate change from 2006 to 2019 on selected crops yield was evaluated. The data for the analyses were obtained from post registration variety trials. Effect of climate change was evaluated on various soil types of various fertility. The trends of crop yields were evaluated using analysis of regression. The results were presented for the study period and future scenarios were prepared.
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24. Performance of Permeable Pavement to Filter
Stormwater for Non-Potable Use in Buildings Gianfranco Longo,

Prof. Dr. Enedir Ghisi, Prof. Dr Liseane P. Thives

ABSTRACT:
Permeable pavement benefits, besides runoff reduction and groundwater recharge, include stormwater harvesting. As an alternative to water resources scarcity, stormwater that reaches a permeable pavement could be filtered by the same pavement and then used for non-potable purposes in buildings. This work aims to evaluate some types of permeable pavements regarding their performance to remove pollutants from stormwater and decrease runoff. The quantitative and qualitative analyses were performed in four permeable pavement models with different types of surface layer (porous asphalt mixture, porous interlocked concrete blocks, permeable layers). For the quantitative analysis, stormwater infiltration capacity of each model was measured and used to calculate the “stormwater credits” according to the Minnesota Stormwater Manual. For the qualitative analysis, the credits for Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and Total Phosphorus (TP) concentrations were calculated also according to the Minnesota Stormwater Manual. As a result, the models proved adequate to decrease both stormwater runoff and TSS and TP concentrations. Moreover, models with the porous mixture as a surface layer were more efficient to reduce the concentration of pollutants. However, for models evaluated in this work, additional treatment is recommended when stormwater harvested from permeable pavements is meant for non-potable uses in buildings.
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25. The Impact of Seasonal Precipitation Patterns on Groundwater Quality Associated with Climate Change in a Coal-Rich Environment

ARC. Rosemary C. Nnaemeka, ARC. Francis Ogochukwu OKEKE

ABSTRACT:
In recent times, climate change issues have attracted much research attention especially as it affects the quality and quantity of groundwater. As a global source of water that contributes to preserving the environment, a better understanding of the effect of precipitation seasonal pattern on these systems is crucial; though studies connected to groundwater quality and climate change is at infancy. This study therefore, examine the effect of precipitation seasonal pattern on groundwater quality attributed to climate change on the quality of groundwater in a coal enriched environment of developing city of west African sub-region (case of Enugu, Nigeria). Three residential areas (Abakpa, Achara and Independence Layout) were randomly selected from high, medium, and low neighbourhood densities in the metropolis. A physiochemical analysis of 12 deep wells was carried out within a period of April 2018 to March 2019 using the weighted arithmetic index method and used to transform the parameters into a single indicator value which represents the water quality level. Results showed that the groundwater resources were weakly acidic which might be as a result of pyrite in the weathering of coal and rainfall charged by chloride ions. In addition, there was a significant difference in the characteristics of the water samples during the dry and rainy seasons. 1% of the well water samples were excellent, 58.3% were good, and 29.1% were poor water while only 8.3% of samples were very poor. The study concludes that climate change has effect on ground water resources indirectly by reducing recharge, discharge and the water quality.
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26. Rural Area Infrastructural Challenges and the Role of Architecture in Urban-Rural Development in Nigeria


ABSTRACT:
Urban and rural areas are diametrically opposed but related phenomena. It is often difficult to ascertain where the rural areas end and where the city begins; because in city’s growth process, the surrounding countryside are absorbed. Part of it disappears forever, but many of its elements are preserved, fitting into the urban environment with marked differences of infrastructure facilities. These Community infrastructures are the framework of physical facilities needed to support and sustain inhabitant to live and work. However, rural societies suffer neglect. Many elderly people retire and return to rural areas for the comfort, slow and communal lifestyle it offers. Yet, as the world advances at a rapid pace, rural areas and people are left behind. Employing a qualitative literature review, the study delves into the current state of rural infrastructure development in Nigeria, and review various programmes implemented by the government in years past. The findings reveal three phases of rural infrastructural development. It highlights the issues and challenges stemming from the neglect of rural infrastructural needs, and the role of architecture in facilitating urban-rural development. It concludes that focus must be turned to rural areas with architects playing significant role in advancing the quality of rural life.
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27. Sustainability through Extroversion: The Case Study of Municipal and Public Libraries in Greece

Georgia Katsira PhDc, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Alexandros Koulouri

ABSTRACT:
Public and municipal libraries, besides being keepers of local community documents and books, are - or should be - modern hubs of knowledge and diffusers of information to the community that surrounds them. This article reveals the areas of extroversion that municipal and public libraries can undertake, focusing on the efforts they need to make in order to best interact with local communities, going beyond their traditional usage of addressing only their existing patrons and become more sustainable. The results of a survey conducted in the frame of the 4th Panhellenic Public Libraries Conference are presented, showing how much extroverted librarians working in public and municipal libraries are considered themselves, as well as what kind of extroversion programs they implement in their library.
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28. Towards Data Commons for Environmental Science: Lessons learnt from Australian Research Data Commons (ARDC)
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ABSTRACT:

With the vast amount of environmental data available today and complex analysis methods, there is a critical need for new digital research infrastructures to support interdisciplinary research. The concept of “data commons” has recently emerged being a cyberinfrastructure that collocates data, storage, and computing infrastructure with core services and commonly used tools and applications for managing, analysing, and sharing data to create an interoperable research environment. We argue that adopting the concept of data commons in Environmental Science will create an added value for the research community, as well as allow links to other communities in a structured manner, and foster interdisciplinary collaborations. The overall vision is to create an ecosystem that promotes the principles of making digital objects Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR), with the goal to enable efficient collaboration and maximise the potential of data and computational resources within the scientific community.

The concept of data commons has been widely adopted in Australia, led by The Australian Research Data Commons (ARDC). ARDC represents a new scale and quality of data infrastructure to support new forms of research and help answer important questions to be addressed by researchers and policy makers. This infrastructure also lets Australian researchers and research organisations join and form new international data-intensive research collaborations. Examples of developed thematic data commons include EcoCommons (collaborative commons for analysing and modelling ecological and environmental challenges), Australian BioCommons BYOD Expansion (analysis and data sharing capabilities for life science researchers), Biosecurity Commons (intelligently managing our pests and diseases), Veterinary and Animal Research Data Commons (VARDC) (veterinary database), and Australian Characterisation Commons at Scale (ACCS) (solving the big-data challenges faced by microscopy facilities).

As ARDC has made significant advancements in several projects, we undertook an extensive research visit to ARDC, where we interviewed leading scientists and observed the development process, with the aim to gather valuable insights and lessons learnt that could be applied more broadly in terms of the adoption of the concept for Environmental Science. First, data commons are developed along with the research community. That is community consultations are taking place continuously throughout the development process, as well as outreach and engagement after release. Such an approach is not only helping in the development and maintenance of fit-to-purpose data commons but also helping in building the research community. Second, a well-designed and well-operated authentication and authorisation infrastructure is essential to maintaining cyber security for research services – that is realised with The Australian Access Federation (AAF) along with the ARDC project Access, Authentication and Authorisation Activities. This provides a single sign-on across all universities and research institutes, overcoming security layers and firewalls. For ease of use, a metadata search layer has been developed with data dictionaries and vocabularies, as well as shared research vocabularies. Furthermore, the
shared data assets platform encourages researchers to share data assets with DOI, and hence gain recognition when reused. Additionally, sensitive data is carefully managed and accessed. The development plan started with thematic data commons to form a federation with a federated metadata search layer.

Adopting data commons is an ambitious vision to create a shared virtual space for storing and computing digital data objects, as well as facilitating the discovery, management, sharing, and utilization of various data, software, metadata, and workflows. Creating data commons could benefit from the previous advancements in digital research infrastructures and existing computational infrastructures, with an architectural redesign. Such architecture would embed different components along with datasets, analysis methods, and metadata layer. The architectural design of a thematic data commons should also consider interoperability for the development of a federation of data commons as the next step.
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29. Supporting Policies for the Renewal of Public Vehicle Fleets to Achieve Efficient Carbon Mitigation

Dr. Tibor Princz-Jakovics, Dr. György Ádám Horváth

ABSTRACT:
The aim of the research is to establish an assessment framework for evaluating transport-related carbon emission reduction options. The reduction of fleet-related emissions must build momentum, as the transport sector is a substantial contributor to global carbon emissions. Through the use of this framework, better supporting policy for the transition of public service vehicle fleets to electromobility would be prepared.

The greatest impact for investment can be achieved by facilitating the transition of vehicles with the largest distances driven. Hence, careful consideration of the operational conditions and the level of efficiency of different modes of public transport would be subject of analysis. The energy consumption of public vehicles can be calculated on the basis of the specific fuel consumption patterns and operational data of fleets. This method can be used to estimate the decarbonisation potential of different vehicle types, which may nevertheless differ significantly. The assessment framework will make abatement costs comparable and provide a basis for the targeted application of supporting policies. As preference should be given to vehicles with the lowest marginal abatement costs to effectively reduce the sector's carbon emissions, these must be identified.

The theoretical contribution of this research is an evaluation framework that provides relevant data for decision makers to assess the long-term financial and social impacts of different public fleet renewal supporting strategies.
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Change Factors Towards Sustainability at the Example of Hospitals’ Secondary Processes

Prof. Dr. Silke Bustamante, Heike Prüße, Prof. Dr. Andrea Pelzeter, Franziska Ihle

ABSTRACT:
Secondary processes in hospitals are causing a major part of hospitals’ carbon footprint. At the same time, initiating change towards sustainability is more difficult in secondary processes than in other processes: Often, they are not under the complete control of hospitals and involve other actors, such as service providers or purchasing companies. The current research aims to shed light on factors influencing change in secondary processes at the example of hospitals in Germany. Building on a framework that distinguishes change factors on a micro-, meso- and macro-level, it is analysed which aspects are positively or negatively influencing change towards more sustainability. To this end, qualitative interviews with eleven experts from hospitals and service providers have been conducted and results have been assigned to the three levels of change. Results underline the importance of inter-organizational collaboration and the design of structures and processes to establish regular cooperation and coordination. They also show that business relationships between hospitals and service providers are rather cost-related than transformational. Sustainability offers the opportunity to modify existing roles and develop future-proof businesses. The paper contributes to existing research by focusing multi-organizational perspectives. On a practical level, it supports hospitals in designing their change strategies and processes jointly and in collaboration with other parties that are part of secondary processes.
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31. Sustainable Education for Middle-aged and Elderly: Learning to Know, Learning to do for Sustainable Living

Hualan Gou

ABSTRACT:
At present, people's lifestyles have undergone tremendous changes, such as payment methods, travel, etc., resulting in new and popular symbols. While these are convenient for young people, but many middle-aged and elderly people are forced to be blind because of these new, unfamiliar and fragmented symbols, making it difficult for them to learn to know and learn to do for sustainable living. "Our vision is to transform lives through education, recognizing the important role of education as a main drive of development', The middle-aged and older people can join sustainable development by changing their behaviors and coping with life through education, not just formal education in schools, but also 'modern' adult education (that combines individual and collective experiences in a contextual way) for the intelligent age, and enabling middle-aged and elderly to increase the accessibility and availability of information through social media, and integrate sustainable knowledge in an easy-to-understand way. This paper expands on the target group for sustainable education and how to make the information more accessible and acceptable to middle-aged and elderly in new, unfamiliar and fragmented symbols and to educate as a top-down sustainability education for next generation.
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32. Data Collection: A Focus on Collaborative Utilization, not Academic Individualism

Dr. Ilive R. Peltie

ABSTRACT:
It cannot be said that there is lack of data where it pertains to any single academic area with reference to social and educational issues. It can be said however, that from all the data collected and stored the issue is not with the amount, but instead with how such data is utilized and for what purpose. In academia for example many students complete studies with enormous amounts of data that if utilized in a collaborative way may give rise to some innovative and creative ideas that can bring positive growth to the environment and education. Thus, individualistic preservation of academic data collection cannot or will not assist the world in its efforts to change the status quo of finding answers to many of its complicated issues. Building and developing strategies for data collection that will allow students from varying areas of the academic spectrum to truly collaborate, not just with each other, but with the people within the local where the work is done, would bring into fruition much better results, while maximizing proper utilization of substantial work. Therefore, action should be taken to make certain that data collected by students be required to no longer focus on academic individualism, but as an alternative for cooperative deployments that are significantly valuable to the development of communities and the world at large.
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33. The Role of Professional Competencies in Developing a Culture of Safety in the Workplace
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ABSTRACT:
The authors consider the concept of occupational competencies as an integral part of building a culture of occupational safety in the organization. The paper provides examples of competencies that employees need to effectively perform their job safety responsibilities. It also discusses professional education and training issues related to the development of occupational safety competencies. It is believed that the development of occupational health and safety competencies not only influences the design of appropriate and safe working conditions, but also reduces the risk of occupational accidents and diseases. There are two types of occupational competencies: general and vocational. General occupational competencies are required for effective occupational activities to ensure safe work, regardless of the sector. The sectoral nature of occupational health and safety is reflected in the availability of specific occupational competencies.

The article discusses various methods and approaches for building a new national model for professional skills development. The model is based on the introduction of a risk-based approach in Kazakhstan. Occupational risk assessment is considered as the basis for designing training programs and acquiring the occupational competencies needed for comprehensive protection against risks. The development of a culture of occupational safety and professional competencies is a key factor in the sustainable development of the company and the improvement of the quality of life of its employees.
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34. Legal Scope of the Obligation to Tell the Truth in Criminal and Civil Proceedings

Assoc. Prof. Dr. iur. Inga Kudeikina, Prof. Dr. iur. Sandra Kaija

ABSTRACT:
The fair settlement of legal relationships is a cornerstone of procedural relations, which is vital for the sustainable development of society. Fairness, viewed as both a moral and a legal category, is inextricably linked with truth-telling in proceedings, since there can be no fair settlement unless it relies on the truth, namely legal circumstances corresponding to the facts of the case, which have resulted in the correct classification of the offence. In addition, this principle is applicable to both civil and criminal relationships. The research delves into problems relating to the obligation to tell the truth in criminal and civil proceedings. In a state governed by the rule of law, justice is based on fairness, but it should be stressed that the court cannot ensure that the truth is established without active involvement of the parties to the case. The parties participate in a trial by giving explanations and testimony, whose quality is determined also by their truthfulness. It is the scope of responsibility of courts and parties to proceedings that is an issue. Fairness follows from truthfulness, while the court is competent to verify and assess the truthfulness of the explanations and testimony given by the parties to the case. The court cannot be held responsible for a potentially unfair outcome of proceedings if the parties have failed to give truthful testimony and explanations. The court does not provide evidence, neither can it rectify internal defects of the parties’ testimony and explanations. In the evidentiary procedure, the court has no other option but to reject evidence that is not credible, otherwise the court could be accused of using unfair means.
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35. Incorporating Sustainable Development and Sustainability Education in the Undergraduate Curriculum: The Experience of a Young University in Singapore

Dr. Intan Azura Mokhtar, Dr. Ethan Chong, Dr. Steve Kardinal Jusuf

ABSTRACT:
In recent years, learning about sustainable development and sustainability has become an increasingly significant component in universities' degree programs and curricula. As the world races to achieve the 17 United Nations' sustainable development goals (SDGs) by the year 2030 and abide by the framework proposed by the Paris Agreement ratified in 2015, our educational landscapes have simultaneously evolved. In universities, lessons in and opportunities for sustainable development and sustainability have redefined the university curricula and set the trajectory for our young people to take the lead in co-creating solutions for a better world. In this paper, background information of Singapore, a small city-state in Southeast Asia, is first presented, against the backdrop of how the nation's national constraints that are aligned to the UN SDGs have shaped its national agenda and national education, including its higher education landscape. This is followed by a brief discourse of curriculum initiatives that revolved around themes of sustainable development and sustainability in a young university in Singapore. These initiatives and projects were driven by the desire to provide a university education that is relevant and able to address current local, regional, and global demands, and carried out with interdisciplinarity and sustainability as beacons.
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36. Green Growth and Technology: Is there a Relationship with Green Innovation?
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ABSTRACT:
This study intends to analyze how the adoption of Green Innovation (GI) practices by companies of the industrial sector promotes the development of Green Technologies (GT) and Green Growth (GG) in Developed Countries (DC) and Emerging Countries (EC). The survey sample consisted of 8659 observations from DC industrial companies and 1958 observations from EC companies, from data collected from Thomson Reuters and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). For the analysis, Structural Equation Modeling was used to verify the relationship between the variables. The results indicated that, in DC, GI practices impacts positively the TG of the countries, but this does not occur with the GG, which are negatively affected by the adoption of GI practices by the companies. On the other hand, in EC, only environmental investments positively affected the development of GT in these countries. And in relation to the GG, the GI practices of Environmental Management and Environmental Policies positively influenced this growth. The survey results contribute to discussions on regional differences in the benefits of green innovation by companies in promoting sustainable development. In addition, it can contribute with possible paths for companies and governments in setting goals to achieve SDG-8, SDG-9 and SDG-10.
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37. The Planetary Footprint of Nations: An Absolute Environmental Sustainability Assessment of National Economies
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ABSTRACT:
Human consumption and the resulting environmental emissions from national economies cause changes in the Earth-system with disastrous consequences for societies. To avert these changes, economies must transform towards environmentally sustainable economies that operate within the Earth-system’s boundaries. National policy makers play a crucial role in guiding this transformation and require information on the environmental impact of the national economy on a global scale, i.e., the planetary footprint, to design effective transformative policies. Additionally, policy makers need information on the main contributors to the planetary footprint and on national thresholds for environmental sustainability. However, a comprehensive assessment of planetary footprints and national sustainability thresholds is currently missing. To address this gap, our study combines the planetary boundary framework with the multi-regional input-output table Exiobase to compare the planetary footprint of national economies with sectoral resolution to national thresholds for environmental sustainability, from both consumption and production perspectives. We found that the majority of nations substantially overshoot their respective national threshold, mainly in the energy, food and materials sector. The level of overshoot significantly depends on whether a consumption or production perspective is taken to assign the national threshold. Since production is triggered by consumption, policy makers must consider both perspectives in policy design to achieve a positive transformation towards environmentally sustainable economies.
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38. Sustainable Land Use and Climate Change - The Role of Urban Gardens in Belgrade.
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ABSTRACT:
Population growth and urban sprawl are expected to continue increasing pressures on green infrastructure and climate change's impact on the urban environment. Accordingly, the challenge of securing sustainable land use and climate change mitigation needs to be confronted in cities globe wide. Urban green areas represent an asset of public interest with multiple roles – they are recreational zones, noise and pollution protection belts, areas with aesthetic, social and curative values as well as an infrastructure for combating climate change. All these functions accentuate the relevance of urban gardens in urban development, for which their preservation and development play an irreplaceable role in cities. This paper analyses a specific form of urban gardens in Belgrade (“baštenske kolonije” or “garden colonies”) with a focus on urban land use planning. The research methodology consists of a literature and document review and systematic analysis. The study includes legislative in Serbia and urban planning documents in Belgrade, with the goal being to identify governmental and planning attitude towards urban gardening and their recognition of ecosystem services and climate change combat. The preliminary results indicate that this form of sustainable land in Belgrade is left to the spontaneous actions of individuals with no legally defined status in the previous period.
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39. Architects of Change Project
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ABSTRACT:
Architects of Change is a research project focusing on sustainability education. The first phase of the project was funded by Belfast City Council and formed part of the city’s Resilience Strategy. The project was delivered in 2021-22 and put architecture students at the heart of educating local business leaders on issues such as net-zero emission buildings, renewable technology, and reducing material emissions.
Phase 1 delivered a 128-page sustainable manual; collating strands of research from MA, PhD students and leading academics resulting in 3 physical workshops. At these workshops, MA students delivered presentations on mobility, transport and spatial quality, retrofit and future climate resilience, supporting local business leaders in accessing relevant knowledge to adopt environmentally, socially sustainable practice within their organisations – particularly those from non-specialist backgrounds.
Phase 1 enabled connections between climate-conscious stakeholders to those with updated environmental technical knowledge; strengthening civic ties within the local community and focusing on one goal – to build a better city for current and future generations. In 2022-23 we developed Architects of Change Phase 2, a programme of education and engagement for children – KS2 (ages 7-11) and KS3 (ages 11-14). The programme is funded by Northern Ireland’s Housing Executive.
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40. Sustainable Consumption in the Behavior of Young Consumers

Dr. Joanna WYRWA, Dr. hab. inż. Anetta BARSKA, Dr. Janina JĘDRZEJCZAK-GAS

ABSTRACT:
The aim of the article is to characterize the attitude of young consumers to the idea of sustainable consumption, which is manifested, among others, in their declared sustainable behavior both on the market and in households. The research will be conducted using the CAWI method on a sample of consumers from Poland. The article will consist of two parts. The first part of the study will be devoted to the issues of sustainable consumption and determining its place in the concept of sustainable development. In particular, attention will be paid to problems related to the methodology of measuring sustainable consumption. In the second part of the article, the results of research on consumer attitudes towards the concept of sustainable consumption will be presented. Particular attention will be paid to the determinants shaping these attitudes. Behaviors, attitudes and beliefs of consumers in the sphere of sustainable consumption will be characterized, and then an attempt will be made to determine the extent of the gap between behaviors and attitudes. The article will certainly not cover all the problems and issues related to sustainable consumption. Nevertheless, it will make it possible to identify them, realizing the real role and importance of balancing the behavior of individual consumers in the modern economy.
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41. Environmental Impacts of Household Food Packaging – a LCA Case Study of a Living Lab

Justus Caspers PhDc

ABSTRACT:
The amount of packaging and its environmental impact are increasing worldwide. Impact assessments for specific packaging are widely available, but analyzes of the environmental impact of all food packaging used in a household are still lacking. To address this gap, we measured the environmental impact of all food and beverage packaging during a Living Lab. Households kept detailed packaging diaries, used to assess the total environmental impact of their packaging consumption. We collected 263 packaging diaries, with a total of 9583 entries. They amounted to an average of 0.53 kg CO2eq per person per week for household packaging (ranging from 0.01 to 2.16 kg CO2eq), and representing 0.34% of the total CO2 emissions of the German population. The results also show that different materials contribute differently to the overall result. For example, liquid boards contribute 25% of the total calculated CO2eq, but only 6.5% of all the packaging were liquid boards. Although packaging journals are a good method to approximate the packaging use of households, the detailed assessment also reveals some uncertainties stemming from data entry errors. Despite these uncertainties, the results reflect well the order of magnitude of the environmental impacts of household food and beverage packaging.
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42. Policy Framework of Green Taxation on Motor Vehicles: A Comparative Perspective

Prof. (Dr.) Kanwal DP Singh, Sheetal Gahlot PhDc

ABSTRACT:
Green economics is structured to reward more innovative, environmentally sustainable, and low-carbon resource use while imposing taxes on the emission of pollutants that adversely impact the environment and public health. The concept of green taxation is still being tested in many nation states. The pollution is worst in India, and the country is ranking low on several environmental performance indices. Vehicle exhausts are one of the key pollutants. In 2021, the Indian government released draft guidelines for imposing Green Tax on older motor vehicles. India submitted its first Nationally Determined Contribution Report to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change in 2022. India prioritized green taxonomies, low-carbon transportation systems, Bharat Stage-VI emission standards and offered incentives and tax breaks to encourage the production and use of higher ethanol-compatible vehicles. There is still a lack of awareness among masses, as well as academic discussions and literature on the subject. Against this backdrop, the researchers intend to explore the legal and economic actions undertaken by the Indian Government to intercept vehicular air pollution. An effort will also be made to draw a comparative study with the fiscal policy measures and other steps taken by the Italian government to tax polluting vehicles.
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43. Integration of Environmental Sustainability Issues in Design Education Curriculum

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Marianna Kafaridou,  
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Kika Ioannou Kazamia

ABSTRACT:
An early acquirement of knowledge on sustainability can bring a change in how young people act. The focus of this paper is first to evaluate the current knowledge of first-year design students on environmental sustainability and second to assess if students consider environmental issues in the approach and resolution of a design project. The research elaborates through a questionnaire given to students of the graphic and digital design program and interior design program which result in a quantitative and qualitative understanding of the focus of the research. Sustainability-based on environmental, social, and economic pillars- is a big concern in the design discipline. Moreover, environmentally sustainable issues are of great importance in design education curricula as most of the design briefs that students receive require the inclusion of sustainability issues. According to the results, this research will attempt to propose the design and implementation of an introductory course for first-year students of both programs. The educational benefits of an early introduced course on sustainability are essential for developing the designer’s perception of the design scheme today.
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44. Attraction and Office Location Preferences of Technology Hubs and Knowledge-based Firms in the Metropolitan Area of Thessaloniki

Dr. Konstantia Bessa, Dr. Evdokia Mangou, Giorgios Georgiadis, Dimitris Katsochis,

ABSTRACT:
The metropolitan area of Thessaloniki, the second biggest city in Greece, has recently attracted a significant number of knowledge-based and start-up businesses, technology hubs, and new technology parks, along with a relatively substantial growth of innovative entrepreneurship in small and very small businesses in special themes such as the digital economy and green transition. This recent growth derives from targeted actions that enhanced and promoted the innovation ecosystem, which besides the businesses, institutional services, academic society, and special research infrastructures include the city, its people, and the general infrastructure that supports urban functions. The role of these factors, both at the metropolitan level and local level, was investigated by the Observatory of Sustainable Urban Development of Metropolitan Area of Thessaloniki which conducted two surveys in 2022, focusing on the role of transport systems in the establishment, organization, and operation of the functional area of Thessaloniki's innovation hubs as well as the practices and trends for the office location preferences of small knowledge-intensive companies in different areas of the functional area of Thessaloniki. The investigation findings highlight the aspects of high-quality human resources, the formation of agglomerations, the quality of life, and the spatial organization in determining the preferred areas for the companies' offices location and aiming to understand how transport infrastructure affects the operation of knowledge-intensive business clusters.
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45. Sustainable Science Through a Case Study of Sample Preparation

Dr. Lawrence Whitmore

ABSTRACT:
The combination of cloud-based resources, user-friendly design applications and 3D printing is making possible a new paradigm in scientific practice: tools and components can be self-made by downloading basic designs, optimising those designs for individual experiments and printing locally. Together with the use of naturally-sourced biodegradable materials for 3D printing filaments and recycling of old prints, the carbon footprint of science labs and institutes can be significantly reduced helping them meet the Sustainable Development Goals formulated by the United Nations. This presentation demonstrates the validity of this concept through the case study of sample preparation - a fundamental aspect of materials science. For high quality investigation of the microstructure of materials, even to the atomic scale, sample preparation is critical. Four devices have been developed and used for preparing samples for analysis with electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), which examine the surface and internal structures of materials, respectively. The design and fabrication of these devices are described along with analytical images and maps that demonstrate the high-quality data that can be obtained using 3D-printed plastic tools.

*Keywords: Sustainable science, 3D printing, new think, innovation, materials science.*
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46. Integrating the Global in the Local: Education for Sustainable Development in Municipal Settings

Dr. Lea Schuetze

ABSTRACT:
Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) is key and tool for promoting and understanding social, economic, cultural and ecological sustainability and acting therefore. This has to happen where people live, work and learn: municipalities and their educational landscapes are key to disseminating and promoting ESD. The ESD Competence Centre, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research, pursues two main objectives: The first goal of the project is to support 48 model municipalities in integrating already existing and future ESD activities into their local educational landscapes. The second goal is to conduct empirical research in order to use the results for optimizing local processes in the educational landscape as well as for practical support by our team of process facilitators. In this contribution, I want to highlight key learnings from both areas and emphasize the importance of promoting ESD on a local level in order to facilitate Sustainable Development.
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47. The Value of Rural Data Collection and The Need To Rural-Proof Policy

Dr. Leith Deacon

ABSTRACT:
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to cause unprecedented challenges around the globe (e.g., business closures, employment disruption, loss of revenue, and inability to maintain critical service delivery). Across small and rural communities, these challenges have been exacerbated by isolation and, in many cases, systemic neglect. Concurrently, ‘rural co-morbidities’ such as lower rates of self-reported health, lower rates of physical activity, higher rates of obesity, and smoking complicate the design and implementation of effective policy and/or response plans. This presentation will provide an overview of how the pandemic has been experienced by residents from small and rural communities across Ontario, specifically highlighting the impact on their mental health. Data collected from a quantitative survey (N = 25,000) in the Fall of 2021, illustrate that the pandemic has not been experienced equally across and within communities and that current response plans do not consider the contextual realities of rural and small communities. Legislators must work to ‘rural-proof’ policy and programs to ensure that they are inclusive and are reflective of the realities that residents experience, including those from rural and small communities.
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48. Sulfur Content in the Yield of Crop Plants After Mineral-Organic Mixtures Addition

Lidia Marcińska-Mazur PhDc, Renata Jarosz PhDc, Magdalena Szara-Bąk PhDc, Aleksandra Paluszewska, Karolina Biel, Assoc. Prof. Monika Mierzwa-Hersztek

ABSTRACT:
Agricultural practices utilise various organic and inorganic materials to maintain crop productivity, improve soil properties, increase carbon sequestration, and reduce mineral fertilizer use. Sulfur is a crucial macronutrient for plant growth and development, alongside nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium. This study aimed to investigate the effect of fertilization using mineral-organic mixtures containing mineral salts NPK (MF), zeolite-vermiculite (NaX-Ver) and zeolite-carbon (NaX-C) composites with addition lignite or leonardite on sulfur content in the yield. A 2-year pot experiment was conducted in the vegetation hall of the University of Agriculture, located in Krakow-Mydlniki comprising 10 treatments in 4 replications for each plant species - spring wheat and spring oilseed rape. Based on the results, it was found that the highest average sulfur content was determined in soil with addition of the following formulations: (i) MF + NaX-Ver with a single dose of leonardite and (ii) MF + NaX-Ver with a double dose of leonardite for spring wheat, (iii) MF + NaX-Ver with a double dose of lignite and (iv) MF + NaX-C with a double dose of lignite for spring oilseed rape. The zeolite-vermiculite composite showed the most beneficial effect on sulfur content in the tested plants. The results demonstrate the potential of using mineral-organic mixtures to improve soil fertility and crop yield.
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49. Pursuing Human Sustainability in the Face of Existential Risks

Prof. Dr. Makoto Usami

ABSTRACT:
The past two decades have witnessed the burgeoning literature on existential risk or X-risk, which refers to the peril that threatens the destruction of humanity’s potential for the development of civilization. Existential hazards are divided into natural risks, ranging from supervolcanoes to asteroids, and anthropogenic risks, including nuclear warfare, climate change, engineered pandemics, lethal autonomous weapon systems, and unaligned artificial superintelligence. Many studies to date have explored the ways to prevent each of these risks, particularly of the anthropogenic ones, from occurring in the first place. However, a few questions disregarded by them arise: Should an X-risk occur notwithstanding attempted prevention, is it utterly impossible for humans to sustain their civilization potential? If it is possible, how can we conceive phases following the initial phase of prevention? A group of researchers recently proposed a multilayered model consisting of humanity’s catastrophe prevention, impact mitigation, and a few survivors’ resilience, focusing on the risk of human extinction. To cover both extinctive and non-extinctive risks, the current presentation posits a new model of prevention, mitigation, and rehabilitation, exploring how humans can sustain their civilization potential in the face of X-risks.
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50. The Quality of Environmental Data Disclosure. The Case of Public Companies from the European Union countries

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Małgorzata Janicka, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Artur Sajnóg

ABSTRACT:
In the 21st century business entities are required to change priorities and move to a sustainable relationship between environmental, social, and economic well-being. Climate and environment are phenomena of transnational and global nature, and for this reason, actions in this area should be taken at a supranational level. Nowadays, the European Union (EU) countries have been implementing directives concerning environmental changes and taxonomy for non-financial reporting. According to their requirements, public companies must disclose high-quality data in the ESG area, including the environmental indicator (E) and its components. The purpose of the study is to discuss the current state of disclosure of environmental data by public companies listed on the regulated markets of the European Union. Special emphasis is placed on energy consumption, water, waste production, and CO2 emissions. To test the quality of environmental indicators, we used the Refinitiv database. The research period covers 2012–2021. The research sample consists of public companies listed on the leading stock market markets in 27 EU member states. The findings support the clear advantage of the quality of environmental data disclosure in the ‘old’ EU member states (which joined before 2004) over the ‘new’ EU member states.
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51. Sustainability of Existing Housing Estates and Human Health, a Case Study of Poland

Małgorzata Kozak

ABSTRACT:
Large-panel housing estates represent a large proportion of housing estates in Poland. In recent years, the number of contemporary, 'developer-built' housing estates has increased significantly. The aim of this article is to compare the two types of settlements in terms of sustainability, in relation to quality of life. A critical and comparative method was used to investigate the social consequences of the presence of blue-green solutions. The results were illustrated by using a SWOT analysis. The study was based on computer simulations performed in the ENVI-met BioMet software using the UTCI index. A woman and a man aged 35 and 75 were studied for the present scenario and RCP 4.5 for 2100. The study was performed for two settlement types using climate data for Lublin, Poland. The results show the significant influence of the amount of greenery and water on human thermal comfort. In the large-panel housing estates, there is a big number of trees and availability of green space, while in the other, the amount is limited, which can affect people’s health and sense of social justice. Furthermore, the results show the impact on urban sustainability, the improvement of the local microclimate and the improvement of human socio-cultural conditions.
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52. Sustainable Development as a Wicked Problem: The Case of the Brazilian Amazon Region.

Dr. Marcelo Machado, Aline Araujo Rocha, Natalia Rocha Silva Tartarotti

ABSTRACT:
The global importance of the Amazon rainforest is abundantly evident. It is the world’s largest tropical rainforest, home to unmatched biodiversity, and arguably an essential part of the earth’s already fragile climate system. Exploiting the Amazon beyond planetary boundaries, in other words, beyond a threshold the forest cannot regenerate itself may have catastrophic, global impacts. Conversely, Brazil is an industrialized yet middle income country far from realizing its potential to become an economic superpower. To this day, millions of Brazilian nationals still live below the poverty line. It is a big ask to expect Brazil to ignore the abundance of resources the Amazon represents. The issue becomes effectively and efficiently use those resources for economic development. The key is perhaps a sustainable development approach. However, considering the diversity of internal (i.e., Brazilian) and external (i.e., foreign) stakeholders, it is unlikely there is an agreement of what sustainable development would mean when it comes to the Brazilian Amazon Region (BAR). Furthermore, from a theoretical standpoint, humans are hardwired as problem-solvers. Professional education offers approaches that enable us to solve the most complex problems, provided we have the correct amount of time, resources, and effort. Professional and technical prowess enabled us to achieve incredible outcomes (Rittel & Webber, 1973). If we compare the world of today with the world of 100 years ago, we will easily see how far we have gone. Nevertheless, according to Brown et al (2010) and Martin (2007) the future is bleak. Environmentally speaking, our monolithic solutions cannot secure access to food, shelter, and energy in the future without unexpected consequences. Moreover, according to Westley and Antadze (2010) the traditional, disciplinary-based, scientific approach has done a very poor job addressing social and environmental problems. They particularly fail to perceive interconnections amid the multiple variables. The professional, Newtonian, cognitive style is not in line with the contemporary notion of interacting, open systems. Essentially, such approach mimics the cognitive style of scientists and employs the approach of engineering to problem-solving (Rittel & Webber, 1973). The challenge is the fact that environmental and social problems are not just complex problems. According to Brown et al (2010) they are very hard to properly define. Kolko (2012) added they involve incomplete or contradictory knowledge, many diverging opinions, they impose a broad economic burden, and they naturally display interconnectivity with other problems. Buchanan (1992) concluded these types of problems don’t fit within any specific subject matter. They are what Rittel and Webber (1973) would call a wicked problem. In this research, we propose the sustainable development of the BAR as a wicked problem. The main purpose of this study is to conduct an in-depth analyzes of stakeholders to confirm this hypothesis. Secondly, employing systems thinking as the conceptual foundation and case study methodology as the research methodology, this study aims identifying opportunities and challenges related to the sustainable development of the BAR. Lastly, findings will be summarized, and conclusions with conceptual and practical considerations will be provided.
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53. On Conspiracy Thought Models in Thinking Climate Change

Dr. Mari Myllylä, Prof. José Juan Cañas, Prof. Pertti Saariluoma

ABSTRACT:
People make mistakes. Errors in human thinking and incorrect information contents in people’s mental representations can be found in everyday context such as in arguments about the current climate crisis. ERRONEOUS thinking can cause false thought models such as climate change denialism and conspiracy thinking. Therefore, it is important to analyze the information contents of incorrect schemas or thought models. This can be done with an approach called content-based psychology. In this research we analyzed 2980 public opinions posted in Finnish Social Media Platform Suomi24 to study how people think about and what kinds of illusory contents they use in constructing their representations on climate issues. We wanted to ask whether one can find illusory thinking in social media posts and to outline a typical construction of a false thought model in conspiracy thinking related to climate change. As a result, we found that conspiracy thinking can be found in online media discussions, and it is strongly associated with climate change denialism. Also, different fallacious or biased thought models have combined effects in constructing active mental representations in conspiracy thought models. Analyzing mental contents makes it possible to understand denialist and illusory thinking, but it requires further work.
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54. A Snapshot About the SDG Relevance of the Hungarian ICT SMEs’ Activities
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ABSTRACT:
Climate change is one of our most complex global challenges, especially considering sustainable transition. The associated impacts and related challenges also represent opportunities for different sectors or regions and the business sector, especially regarding employment and innovation capacity. The links between sustainability and climate change highlight that climate change is one of the most significant threats to achieving the next level of sustainability transition. The focus of the European development policies is fostering digital transition and promoting sustainable development. Innovation processes promote a resource-efficient, greener, and more competitive economy. Today, besides the sustainability aspects of mitigating climate change and preparing for and adapting to its expected impacts, it is also appropriate to consider the effects of the digital transition challenges. One of the keys to solving climate change-related problems is to focus on creative, innovative solutions and businesses and to implement related proposals effectively. Technological innovations can significantly contribute to solving social challenges, but they can also have negative social externalities that should be addressed during the design and implementation phases. The study examines the activities of Hungarian ICT SMEs based on a representative questionnaire survey concerning the links of digital developments to the SDGs and climate change. The results show that most sustainability transition developments of the SMEs surveyed are unintentional. The Hungarian ICT SMEs’ activities are related to climate change mitigation efforts more than adaptation.
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55. The Impact of Support Programs on Small and Medium Enterprises’ Net Zero Journey: East of England

Dr. Mehri Khosravi, Sam Jelliman

ABSTRACT:
SMEs collectively account for a significant proportion of greenhouse gas emissions and so there is a need for urgent action to be taken by SMEs in the journey to achieve net zero. In the UK, SMEs account for 99.9% of the business population. The British Business Bank estimate that between 43% and 53% of UK business emissions are from SMEs which present a significant decarbonisation opportunity in themselves. However, SMEs face specific barriers in relation to Net Zero targets such as lack of knowledge of net zero targets and how it relates to their own business activities. Various type of supports and projects have been designed to help SMEs to move towards net zero target. The Eastern New Energy project has received funding from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) to support SMEs across East of England to understand and help remove the barriers that prevent SMEs rapidly decarbonising. The project provided a range of support to help with SMEs’ decarbonisation as well as conducted assessed the effectiveness of the supports to provide some policy recommendations.
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56. Mind the Gap: An Evaluation of Compliance Pathways and Indicator Discrepancies between Sustainability Standards and Certifications in the Built Asset Industry

Meisam Jaberi, Prof. Erik Poirier

ABSTRACT:
The built asset industry significantly influences our global environment, contributing notably to environmental degradation. Various sustainability standards and certifications, such as LEED, DGNB, BREEAM, ISO 14001, and GRI 200 series, have been established to guide the industry toward sustainable practices. Despite their intended purpose, the diversity of these systems has led to a complex and inconsistent landscape. This paper undertakes a comprehensive review of 25 certifications and 19 standards in the built asset industry, identifying and analyzing gaps and discrepancies in their compliance pathways and measuring indicators. Using a rigorous process, we consolidated the diverse measuring indicators from each scheme into a list of 189 specific indicators, establishing a unified framework for comparative analysis. This analysis revealed notable gaps and inconsistencies within these schemes, illuminating differences in their emphasis and coverage of sustainability indicators. These findings highlight the pressing need for increased standardization and inclusiveness in sustainability assessments within the industry. This study contributes significantly to the discourse on industry standardization, policy decisions, sector transparency, and further research, marking a crucial step towards a more integrated approach to sustainability in the built asset industry.
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57. Avalanche Danger on the Highways of the Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti region (Georgia)

Dr. Mikheil Pipia, Dr. Sophio Gorgidjanidze, Dr. Nazibrola Beglarashvili, Natela Kobakhidze

**ABSTRACT:**
The importance of highways in the mountainous regions of Georgia is very great for the socio-economic development of the country. Such natural disasters as snow avalanches significantly damage the road infrastructure, create delays in movement, often cause human casualties. Therefore, in order to implement preventive measures, the study of avalanche hazards on highways is of great importance. Mestia municipality of Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti region (Zemo Svaneti) is characterized by mountainous and high-mountain terrain, snow avalanches are frequent, including on sections of highways. Avalanche hazards on highways of Mestia municipality of Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti region and climatic factors of their occurrence are studied. The data of the Mestia meteorological station on air temperature and solid precipitation covering the years 1961-2021 have been processed. A geo-informational map of the avalanche danger of highways in the Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti region has been compiled.

*Keywords: Snow avalanches, climate, natural disaster, highways, geoinformation map*
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58. The role of Sjenica Sheep Farming System in Ecosystem Services on the Sjenica Pester Plateau.

Prof. Dr. Mila Savic, Prof. Dr. Vladimir Dimitrijevic, Prof. Dr. Zsolt Becskei, Dr. Elmin Taric

ABSTRACT:
Sjenica Pester plateau is a high natural value region in Serbia characterized by pastures and traditional land use practices. The promotion of sustainable use of animal resources in the Sjenica Pester plateau, through Republic Project of Serbia 2011-2023 conducted by FVM, University of Belgrade, aims to support agroecology and rural development in the area. One of the ecosystem services provided by Sjenica sheep farming is the maintenance of pastures ecosystems. The farming system is based on traditional grazing practices that have been used in the region for centuries. This paper presents the current situation of rational use of native Sjenica sheep and its impact on ecosystem services. The field surveys were conducted in the Sjenica Pester plateau in the summer of 2022. Sheep grazing practices, grassland biodiversity and landscape management were analyzed. The results suggest that Sjenica sheep farming system has helped to maintain the pastures and preserve the cultural heritage of the region. It is important to continue monitoring and evaluating the impact of native Sjenica sheep farming on ecosystem services to ensure that the practices remain sustainable and have a positive impact on the local environment.
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59. Impact of Short-Haul High Speed Rail Commuting on Land Use and Spatial Structure in a Multi-Centre Metropolitan Area

Ming Xie PhDc

ABSTRACT:
Due to the elevated accessibility provided by high-speed rail, the relationship between megacities and their neighboring cities has gotten closer. Megacities have a significant impact on the land use of neighboring cities. This study uses a spatial econometric model to examine the direct impact and spatial spillover effects of high-speed rail on urban land values, based on urban panel data from China’s Yangtze River Delta area (2008-2020). The findings revealed that shorter commute times and better frequency of service had a greater effect. Furthermore, due to changes in land values, there is a distinct preference tendency for urban land use attributes. As a result, the city's spatial organization has altered, and its gravitational center has shifted as well. This study offers crucial theoretical justifications and empirical data to fill in the gaps left by earlier research on the effects of short-haul high-speed train commuting on urban housing prices and land use. The study also offers useful insights for strategic planning and execution aimed at advancing urban development and urban agglomeration building through HSR construction.
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60. Do Young Sustainable Tourists Build Better Relationships with Destinations?

Prof. Assoc. Dr. Mitsuru Sato, Ruethai Onbhuddha PhDc, Ma Bingying, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Seiichi Ogata

ABSTRACT:
Sustainable tourists play a crucial role in achieving sustainable tourism in destinations. Previous studies have identified a segment of sustainability-friendly tourists. In recent years, some studies have focused on the youth generation as sustainable tourists. It is a useful strategy for destinations to build better relationships with sustainable youth tourists in order to construct a competitive advantage in the long term. However, it remains unclear that the characteristics and behaviors of young sustainable tourists and how they relate to destinations. The aim of this study is to examine sustainable young generation tourists who contribute to a destination’s sustainability. The study was based on data from a web-based survey of Japanese respondents aged between 20 and 39 years, who had experienced domestic travel. We conducted exploratory factor analysis and cluster analysis and identified a segment of sustainable youth tourists. The intention to build relationships with destinations was analyzed using the chi-square and Kruskal-Wallis tests. The results confirmed that young sustainable tourists were highly loyal to the destinations they visited and intended to involve the destination after their trip. They are actors who actively seek to increase the sustainability of their destinations.

Keywords: sustainable tourism, destination management, sustainable tourist, youth tourism, tourist loyalty
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Mmakoena Mpshane-Nkosi

ABSTRACT:
Since establishing the United Nations’ seventeen Sustainable Development Goals five years ago, recent studies have shown that governance sustainability is essential for peace and security. According to Meadowcroft (2007), sustainable governance refers to the socio-political governance systems established to achieve sustainable growth. Thus, sustainable governance is a foundation for ensuring the achievement of long-term governmental goals managed and operated by multiple actors within a system.
Sustainable development promotes methodical and constructive planning of current and future usage of resources. Governance refers to how government manage and exercises the country’s economic and social resources for growth. This study aims to investigate the multidimensional sustainable development plan of Mozambique, a Southern African nation whose long Indian Ocean coastline amid the ongoing insurgency in the province of Cabo Delgado. This is because peace and security are reliant on sustainable governance. The research variables are political participation, rule or law, non-state actors’ participation, environmental protection and social welfare, and economic participation in communities of Cabo Delgado province. These variables will be used to measure a multidimensional sustainable development plan using the Gray System Theory (GRT).
The foundation of this theory is that the character of uncertain systems is the incompleteness and inadequacy of their information, which means that the constraints result from limitations in the defined variables to present outcomes (Liu et al. 2012). Julong, in 1989, that GRT is rooted in the notion that a gray component elaborates on incomplete and unknown information in theory. White matter explains the general and valid information, and black expresses the vacancy of such data or information. The study will use qualitative and quantitative methods to investigate the multidimensional sustainable development plan.

Keywords: sustainable governance, insurgency, peace and security, Cabo Delgado.
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62. A New Green Taxonomy Framework on Climate Action Initiatives for Green Finance

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Muhammad Najib Razali

ABSTRACT:
The challenges in climate change and other aspects of environmental degradation have triggered all sectors including the financial sector, to take immediate action in taking responsibility to ensure sustainable development. While several policies for environmentally sustainable growth have been established, nevertheless a well-defined and structured taxonomy is required. This will support better-informed and more effective decision making, affecting investment opportunities that contribute to achieving a national sustainable development agenda. Therefore, this research will provide new conceptual framework and procedural guidance for stakeholders engaged in developing a green taxonomy. This study used a mixed-method approach comprising of quantitative and qualitative techniques such as Focus Group Discussions (FGDs), questionnaire survey, Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) which provides taxonomy on the fundamentals of a strategic objective, identify green finance objectives, develop a plan of action, and consider international experiences and lessons learned. The potential output from this project is expected to provide specific climate change action in the form of taxonomy of green finance in Malaysia.
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63. Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) for Regions of Poland: Evidence from Panel Studies

Dr. Natalia Genstwa

ABSTRACT:
The primary purpose of the research was to identify and assess the directions of the impact of the economic development of Polish regions on changes in the emission of carbon dioxide and to indicate the economic determinants of these changes. The research was carried out in the context of the Environmental Kuznets Curve hypothesis, which shows that the level of environmental degradation increases with economic growth. However, this trend changes after reaching a certain level of growth, which is called the turning point. The implementation of the main goal was carried out in stages and included, among others, the analysis of the literature, estimation of carbon dioxide emissions at the regional level (by disaggregating data for the country), and verification of economic and environmental relationships using the panel regression. The research shows that economic growth and development determine changes in CO2 emissions at the regional level and relationship between economic growth of polish region and CO2 emissions is in line with the assumptions of the environmental Kuznets curve concept. Research shows that exceeding 51.5 thousand PLN GDP per capita in the region, positive changes in carbon dioxide emissions can be expected.
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64. Snow Avalanches on Road Sections of Racha-Lechkhumi Kvemo Svaneti Region (Georgia)
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ABSTRACT:
The Racha-Lechkhumi Kvemo Svaneti region of Georgia belongs to the high mountain region (400-4000 m. above sea level). The region is characterized by steep slopes and abundant snowfall. Therefore, avalanches are not a rare event in the region. Snow avalanches especially damage the road infrastructure that connects the municipalities of the region. In winter, the blocking of road sections by avalanches from the slopes threatens the surrounding populated areas, causes ecological problems and human casualties are frequent. Meteorological elements: air temperature, snow cover, precipitation are studied on the research sections of the highways of the region. The data is processed according to the data of two weather stations in the region (Oni, Mamison Pass) and covers the last 60 years. Based on the results of the research. A geo-informational map of avalanche hazards of road sections of the Racha-Lechkhumi Kvemo Svaneti region has been compiled. The conducted research will significantly contribute to the implementation of correct and effective anti-avalanche measures.
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65. System design for solid waste reuse

Ori Kedar, Dr. Elad Persov

ABSTRACT:
Reduction of urban solid waste based on the Twin Transition model and under SDG11 and the UN-Habitat’s New Urban Agenda. This paper identifies three levels in which urban solid waste is generated: individual disposal of old objects, home renovations, and urban renewal projects. This growing solid waste stream increases landfill use in rural, metropolitan areas, reducing their ability to provide the ecosystem services they provide to the city. The human-based qualitative research was practiced through project-based and design-thinking research and development methods. This paper begins with solid waste generation and treatment research, followed by developing a systemic digital solution. The online system connects municipal authorities, residents, and those interested in reuse. The tool manages schedules in waste-producing processes, identifying the point at which products become waste and enabling logistical solutions for reuse. The system focuses on time management and mapping of objects, generating financial profit under the circular economy concept. Overall, the proposed system presents a practical solution to the growing waste issue in urban areas, promoting a circular economy and sustainable practices. The system also integrates into the planning stages of a renovation or renewal project, allowing waste management to be considered from the outset.
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66. Investigating the Reactivation of a Paleolandslide due to Urban Development

Dr. Ploutarchos Tzampoglou, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Dimitrios Loukidis, Aristodemos Anastasiades, Epaminondas Karlas, Prof. Dr. Constantinos Loupasak

ABSTRACT:
The present study investigates the reactivation of a paleolandslide due to the expansion of a community in an area traditionally avoided by local builders and highlights the main underlying cause, which is the absence of a sewage network and proper wastewater management. The study area is located at the Pissouri village in the southwestern part of Cyprus. The reactivated landslide moves at a rate of about 1 m/year and covers an area of almost 45 hectares, encompassing properties amounting to a total value of over 100 million euros. To achieve the scientific goal of this research, all the data regarding the geological, geotechnical, and hydrogeological conditions were collected and correlated with the observed surface ruptures and inclinometer measurements, allowing the in-depth investigation of the site affected by sliding movements (prehistoric and recent). The landslide is back-analysed using the finite element method in order to examine possible scenarios and shed light on the influence of potential triggering factors. The data and analysis results indicate that the cause of the reactivation of the landslide is the rising of the phreatic water table due to the long-term discharges of wastewater through the absorption pits of the residential developments. This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement No 101027880
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67. Sustainable Development Program with Neoliberal Approach: Reflection on UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development

Qijia Zou

ABSTRACT:
In recent decades, addressing the environmental issues through deliberate educational interventions was optimistically seen by multiple actors, and has become a dominant discourse in current policy agendas. Education of Sustainable Development (ESD) is contextualized in the grand socio-political canvas, and certainly complicated in terms of its ways that came into existence and manner of expression. As we are half-way of approaching education 2030 agenda, it’s time for us to take a step back and re-examine the ideological and pollical drivers. This is an important step to reflect on where the path we embark on is leading us to. This paper aims to uncover how the ESD was shaped by the logic of neoliberalism in the first place, and how this manifested in the contemporary sustainable development education program. Next, using a rhetorical analysis along with the Hyatt’s Critical Discourse Policy Analysis Frame into the textual construction of The Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (DESD) initiative documents, this article considers about how neoliberal beliefs are reversing as reasonable grounds for mainstream discourse of ESD. Ultimately, the paper argues neoliberalism has been embedded, normalized and hence concealed in the discourses and practices of sustainable development, as exemplified by DESD initiative.
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68. Labor Market – Evolution and Trends In PostPandemic Times

Raluca-Elena Ghinea PhDc, Cristina State, Jianbo Wang PhDc, Xiaoliang Zhang PhDc

ABSTRACT:
Since the appearance of the first entrepreneurial activities, people have noticed that the most important resource, without which they will not be able to be successful, is the human resource. Over time, industries and fields of activity have evolved and this is obvious to everyone, but this would not have been possible without well-trained, involved and eager people to achieve performance. Therefore, whatever resources are involved in a business, regardless of the field, country, coverage area, the human resource remains the most valuable. The business sector is constantly evolving and, along with it, the labor market also shows a dynamic that is at least directly proportional. The pandemic period strongly affected almost all economic sectors and, at the same time, a very large number of employees were directly affected by these changes: either they became unemployed, or they were laid off, or (the happiest ones) they continued the flow of work, without being strongly affected by what happened in the market. We have analyzed these changes at the international level in order to outline the evolution of the labor market in recent years and its future trends. Through this article, with the help of the synthesis of case studies carried out by accredited institutions as well as the specialized literature, we propose to identify what was, with the total or partial return to normality, the dynamics of the labor market and how the companies managed to straighten and fold with the new realities of the markets.
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69. Using the Life Course Paradigm to Study Financial Well-being for Sustainability and Successful Aging.

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Randall Shannon, Prof. Dr. George P. Moschis

ABSTRACT:
This research aims to answer two questions: How do consumers develop socially-responsible consumption habits that sustain and enhance well-being throughout life? What factors are responsible for changing undesirable consumer habits during a person’s life to those that are socially desirable and enhance well-being throughout life? 900 interviews were conducted across three age groups, 20-40, 41-60 and 60+. With respect to financial habits and financial well-being, our research found that people in or approaching retirement are not adequately prepared financially, although they report higher levels of financial satisfaction than their younger counterparts. Inadequate preparation appears to be the result of a lack of financial knowledge and using effective financial instruments for accomplishing several financial goals. Our findings also underscore the importance of starting saving for a retirement program early in life.

Keywords: Life course, financial literacy, sustainable consumption, successful aging
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70. Education for Sustainability: Innovative Teaching on Photosynthesis of Aquatic Plants in Ecological Context

Dr. Renata Ryplova, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Jan Pokorny, Dr. Marek Baxa

ABSTRACT:
Eutrophication due to high load of nutrients from the catchment is significant worldwide problem causing impairment of water ecosystems and water quality. The reason is tight connection of eutrophication with photosynthetic biomass production of blue green algae resulting in extreme changes of oxygen level, anoxia at the bottom and release of toxic substances in water. Acceleration and extension of eutrophication due to human activities together with insufficient human understanding of the ecological role of photosynthesis of aquatic plants leads to inappropriate water and landscape management resulting in further loss of clear water. To save enough clear water supplies for future generation it is necessary to improve human understanding of these processes starting already from school education. This contribution brings results of a survey aimed on the impact of developed innovative teaching activity on photosynthetic biomass production of aquatic plants in ecological context and using digital technologies which was implemented into the education at Czech upper secondary schools. Significant improvement of student understanding of ecological function of photosynthetic biomass production in water and increase of attractiveness of plant education for students were proved. The contribution of innovative teaching on photosynthetic biomass production in ecological context for sustainable education is discussed.

Keywords: Sustainable education, photosynthesis, eutrophication, plant blindness, water quality
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71. Regional Policies for Sustainable Attractivity of the Euregio\(^1\)

\(^1\)Euregio (Trentino Tyrol, South and Tyrol)

Renate Klotz PhD

**ABSTRACT:**

Introduction: In the literature, quality of life is increasingly emphasised as a determinant for the location choice of highly qualified individuals. There is no doubt that the Euregio\(^1\), which is ecologically, economically and culturally rich, offers great potential for the settlement of highly qualified professionals. Statistical data show an increasing rate of migration from the Trentino-South Tyrol region in the last 10 years.

In this research, causal factors are identified that encourage highly qualified professionals to move out of or settle in the Euregio\(^1\). The importance of sustainable, attractive communities for their decision making is identified.

Methods of the research is a mixed-methods in exploratory design starting with open interviews with out-migrants, in-migrants and return migrants.

Results of the qualitative data collection: High quality of life is not the primary determinant for staying in the Euregio\(^1\). The economic aspect has no clear primary relevance in the decision to leave, but it does in the decision to migrate and return. Closed mentality, cultural realities have a notable influence on the emigration of highly qualified professionals.

Conclusion: A series of sustainable recommendations for action can be presented. Their implementation is necessary on a political and primarily on a societal or community level.

*Keywords:* ‘quality of life and migration’; ‘Euregio migration data’; ‘professional workers in the Euregio’; ‘sustainable attractivity in Alpine area’
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72. Embedding Sustainable Development in Built Environment Curricula: an Investigation of Quantity Surveying Education for Sustainable Development in Ireland

Dr. Róisín Murphy

ABSTRACT:
The built environment is fundamental in the provision of infrastructure, housing and buildings whilst contributing significantly to economic growth and employment globally, however accounts for almost 40% of CO2 emissions globally over the life of the built asset. It is vital to understand the knowledge, skills and competency of built environment stakeholders in providing reasoned advice in the planning, construction, operation and ultimately demolition of our built assets. The Quantity Surveying (QS) profession is central to the cost and project management across built environment life cycle, but there remains limited evidence relating to knowledge, skills and sustainable development competencies of QS professionals in practice. This mixed methods research presents data collected from a large-scale survey of QS practitioners; multi-stakeholder interview data; and a qualitative analysis of curriculum content of QS third level education programmes across Ireland. Evidence from the research suggests low but escalating sustainability maturity in practice, with mounting emphasis on sustainable development within third level QS programmes and institutions. A suite of recommendations for industry, academic and professional body stakeholder groups are presented to increase knowledge, skills and competencies required to collaboratively address the twin housing and climate crises whilst delivering much needed infrastructure on a sustainable basis in Ireland.

Keywords: Education, Sustainable Development, Built Environment
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73. Comparable Cases of Hippo Conservation in West Africa: Conflicts, Co-existence and Rural Communities’ Empowerment.

Dr. Salamatu Fada, Dr. Taiwo Crossby Omotoriogun, Dr. Erasmus Owusu, Abdul-Rashid Alhassan, Bello Danma

ABSTRACT:
Hippopotamus (Hippopotamus amphibius) conservation reports have been characterised by prevalence of human-wildlife conflicts to such large fatal extents. These subject that is receiving increasing attention from conservation biologists, as well as increasing poverty levels of rural communities in West Africa. With this study we compared hippo-human relationship and resultant impact on the livelihoods of rural communities in Dadin Kowa, Nigeria and Wechaiu Ghanan. We used informal and formal town hall meetings involving stakeholders: Fishermen; Farmers; Miyetti Allah; Wildlife and Forestry Ministry officials; Project Manager of UBRBDA and team; JAVS Environmental Care Ltd’ team; to gain a clear understanding of causes of the conflicts in Dadin Kowa, Nigeria. We used round table discussion involving adults male and female in two rural communities in Wechaiu Ghana. We used language interpreters in Ghana to collect data from rural communities as well. The findings suggest there is high prevalence of human-wildlife conflict in Nigeria. The case in Ghana is of human-wildlife co-existence and economic empowerment as a result of advanced community conservation initiatives. Lessons learned from Ghana can be adopted and the model to tackle the conflicts in Nigeria, and improve rural community livelihoods through education, skill acquisition and capacity building.
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74. SMEs’ Motivations and Barriers to Decarbonisation in the East of England

Sam Jelliman, Dr. Mehri Khosravi

ABSTRACT:
The UK was the first major economy to pass laws related to Net Zero carbon emissions in 2019 and targeted the year 2050 to achieve this goal. Since SMEs account for 99.9% of the UK business population, it is not possible to ignore their contribution to emissions and net zero target. However, SMEs face barriers in relation to Net Zero targets. The Eastern New Energy project was designed to help address barriers that prevent SMEs from decarbonizing in East of England. Data was collected through an online survey (n=136), semi-structured interview (n=10) and a focus group to understand challenges that prevent SMEs from reducing their operational carbon emissions and pursuing decarbonisation.

Keywords: SMEs, Net Zero, Barriers, Decarbonisation.
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75. Equitable Contracts and Sustainability: The Case of Agrium Egypt.

Prof. Dr. Samir M. Youssef

ABSTRACT:
Engaging civil society is essential for countering the powers of both the government and businesses in optimizing the use of resources. In 2006 a contract was signed between the Egyptian government and Agrium (now, Nutrien Ltd), a Canadian chemical company, to exploit natural gas. This relationship had subsequently been disrupted by violent local opposition which eventually led to international litigation. The dispute was finally settled out of court in 2020. Using published sources, this paper will reconstruct the events of this saga which lasted almost 15 years. In Egypt, contracts to exploit natural resources are negotiated between the host and foreign investors without involving society. Egypt has lost several international arbitration cases due to poor formulation of contracts, which could have benefited from the inputs of society. Even though society may be dormant but not necessarily docile leading occasionally to the eruption of violent protests such as the case on hand. Agrium was primarily concerned with satisfying its shareholders through seeking cheap resources worldwide. It dealt solely with the host and there was not even a public relations campaign to introduce the project. The project was quickly stamped by the locals: “the factory of death” Achieving sustainability goals requires a balanced contract between the host and the foreign investor with all relevant stakeholders involved in the negotiation process. Negotiations which are based on a win-lose relationship and exploiting the weakness of the other is not appropriate especially when sustainability is factored in. Nevertheless, this would not have been an easy undertaking given the company’s mixed record on sustainability and society’s different priorities of interest groups.
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Prof. Seongju Chang, Dr. Hyun-Jae Nam

ABSTRACT:
Different social groups normally have specific sets of requirements and priorities in relation with their surrounding living environment. In our research, we performed an extensive survey on the preferred conditions and demands for 4 different domains of daily life namely, healthcare, environment, activity and information. Carefully composed questionnaire sets were distributed to 800 people having diversified social groups classified by gender, age, occupation, co-residents, home location, housing style, economic level and chronic disease, then their responses were collected and analyzed through crosstabulation to identify characteristic preference patterns against their immediate housing unit, residential cluster and close neighborhood environment and services. Based on the extracted socio-environmental preferences of the different social groups, we developed a web-based information system called AALPSS(Ambient Assisted Living Pattern Support System) that includes total 100 selected healthcare sensitive system/service patterns especially to support optimum design and operation of artifacts and facilitation boosting healthy silver life. Each pattern is organized based on Cristopher Alexander’s ‘Pattern Language’ format that could be browsed and rated by different online users possessing diverse social profiles. This information system therefore could evolve into better tuned up healthcare related system/service decision support system to enhance social sustainability within a community.

Keywords: social group, ambient assisted living, preferred life pattern, healthcare sensitive environment, online information system
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77. Prevention as a Factor of Economic Sustainability of Workplace Accident Insurance Programs
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ABSTRACT:
This scientific paper examines the positive impact of preventive workers' compensation programs. Such programs are the most widespread and strategically important form of social security in many countries. Most often, insurance programs include medical care, vocational rehabilitation, and benefits for injured workers or family members of the deceased (in case of loss of a breadwinner). The article reviews the use of preventive measures in insurance programs and assumes an increase in efficiency in improving working conditions. First, it is proposed to establish a unified information base for monitoring the conclusion of insurance contracts, monitoring insurance flows in a sectoral context, for each company, a specific occupation, and monitoring the timely implementation of compensation of the injured worker and the provision of rehabilitation measures. Secondly, it is proposed to introduce universal assessment of occupational risk at the expense of the insurance fund as part of the insurance risk assessment. The results of the risk assessment will form the basis for the application of a two-component insurance tariff, taking into account the surcharge if the working conditions are not safe. Thirdly, it is proposed to conduct training in the field of occupational safety at the expense of insurance financing.
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78. The Spread of Snow Avalanches at Transport Junctions in the Mountainous Regions of Georgia
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ABSTRACT:
The snow avalanche has an insidious character, it can be repeated once in 100-200 years and cause great harm to the population of the mountainous region. There are many examples of damage caused by avalanches. In the 20th century, several thousand soldiers were died by avalanches in the Alps during the First World War, on the Austrian-Italian front. There are many examples of them not only in the Alps but also in the mountainous regions of Georgia. Frequently, snow avalanches block important transportation routes that connect people and countries. In general, 56% of the territory of Georgia is covered with avalanche-prone slopes. Based on existing examples, it is important to record and study them, because snow avalanches are characterized by repetition. Examples of this are Svaneti, Racha and Mtianeti (regions of Georgia). It is worth noting the Mleta-Kazbegi section road (Georgia's military road), where there is a danger of avalanches every year, which is the subject of our research. The highway of Georgia is a transport hub of international importance. Therefore, observation of avalanches, study and carrying out various measures is a necessary prerequisite in order to avoid damage caused by avalanches.

Keywords: Mountainous regions, avalanche danger, climate, natural phenomena, transport infrastructure.
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79. Sustainable Inland Waterway Transportation Systems: Framework Proposal

João Pratas, Prof. Susana Garrido, Prof. Carina Pimentel

ABSTRACT:
Large cities are widely recognized as major contributors to climate change due to their high energy demand and heavy reliance on on-road transportation. Urban mobility today brings additional concerns about predicted demands arising from people's necessities of living in cities and their respective needs to travel in different forms, either for personal or professional purposes. This study based on a literature review and case studies analysis proposes a framework to support the implementation of Sustainable Inland Waterway Transportation Systems as an alternative to road transport. The proposed framework is tested in São Paulo City (Brasil). In the implementation of a sustainable inland waterway transportation system, the following factors were identified as strategic: user characteristics and behaviour, operators' characteristics and behaviour, investment in infrastructures, regulation and taxation, and Government. Infrastructure and strategic planning are areas that deserve further investigation. Research could focus on developing strategies for efficient routing, taking into account various potential limitations, water navigability, vessel capacity, traffic management, and transshipment locations. Intermodality between different transport modes is a crucial area that needs to be addressed to ensure full integration into the multimodal network. Investigating connectivity and information sharing systems between modes would enhance the overall efficiency and attractiveness of waterway transportation in the city's ecosystem.

Keywords: Transportation, waterway, framework, sustainability, case studies.

João Pratas is an Electrical Engineer from the Instituto Superior de Engenharia de Coimbra. He furthered his education by obtaining a Master's degree in Business Administration, and he is currently pursuing a Master's degree in Economics, both from the University of Coimbra. João works as a Product & Heavy Industry Sales Manager in Latin America, where he actively collaborates on electrification projects to promote sustainability across various segments. Within his projects, notable highlights include projects related to the electrification of hybrid vessels for river transport and their respective supporting infrastructure. João’s expertise has made him a sought-after speaker at global events. He has been invited to share his insights and knowledge at prestigious conferences such as the Global Drives Conference in Dubai (2014), Bali (2018), and Austin (2019). With his diverse background, João continues to make significant contributions to the fields of electrical engineering, business administration, and sales, driving innovation and growth in the global market.

Prof. Susana Garrido is a Professor and coordinator of Masters’ in Management, University of Coimbra, Portugal. Her research interests lie in the circular economy, sustainability, supply chain, lean, green, and logistics management. She has published more than 300 scientific works in books, chapters, articles, and conference proceedings. She is a reviewer for many journals and international conferences, editor-in-chief, associate editor, and editorial board member of several top international journals. She makes part of the Scientific Evaluation Board of ERA-MIN European Funding Program on “Raw Materials for Sustainable Development and the Circular Economy”, and of the Portuguese Agency for Assessment and Accreditation of Higher Education. She has participated in several projects in the area of sustainability and circular economy.
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80. Implementation of an Ethical Circular Hub: Framework Proposal

Prof. Susana Garrido, Carmina S. Nunes

ABSTRACT:
There are significant regional disparities regarding circular material use rates between Western European countries and other regions in the EU. Hence, there is a severe risk that the circular transition will remain slow and unevenly distributed across EU regions. Business ethics related to circular change involves some principles and practices that guide the ethical conduct of businesses operating within the circular economy. The study aims to recommend a framework to guide regional entities to implement an Ethical Circular Hub to identify new solutions and challenges regarding stakeholder collaboration, ethical circular value chains, social equity, fair labor practices, and transparency, suggesting innovative business models. This framework proposal is based on the literature review and analysis of case studies to identify and promote the best practices in terms of Ethical Circular Hubs implementation. The outcomes of this study will help improve the regional development of policy instruments in the field of Ethical Circular Hubs, identifying ethical and circular best practices to overcome transition problems, will enable countries’ regions to integrate and benchmark successful experiences and policies from other regions into their own regional reality and contribute to a more sustainable, resilient, and inclusive society.

Keywords: Ethics, Circular Economy, Ethical Circular Hubs, social impact, policies.
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81. Design and Testing of a Prototype Autonomous Sluice Gate Coordination System for Open Channel Irrigation

Dr. Talal AlShukaili, Ohood AlGhadani, Dr. Hemanatha Jayasuriya

ABSTRACT:
In Oman, the agricultural lands in mountainous areas and near valleys depend mainly on irrigation using open channels called aflaj. With the existence of several issues with the current management of irrigation channels which is attributed to the change in lifestyle and the advancement in technology, it has become crucial and possible to automate irrigation management to resolve these issues and improve irrigation efficiency. This study aims to provide a conceptual and prototype design of an autonomous sluice gate system and an anticipated preliminary methodology to evaluate the performance of the system. The main components of the proposed prototype are the sluice gate mechanical mechanism, the flow rate measuring unit, the IoT network-based control unit, and the solar power unit. Key performance features of the prototype will be tested under controlled conditions in the field in a purposely constructed network of irrigation channels imitating Omani aflaj. Those are, the accuracy of the system in opening and closing the sluice gates on a timely basis, the accuracy of measurement of water flow rate in the main channel, and finally evaluating the IoT network-based control unit performance for monitoring and controlling the sluice gates.

Keywords: Aflaj, irrigation channels, IoT, sluice gate, flow rate, irrigation management
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82. Innovative ICT Applications to Increase Social Acceptance of Transport Investments

Dr. Tibor Princz-Jakovics, Dr. Márton Szemenyei

ABSTRACT:
Consideration of the environmental impact of transport investments is typically one of the critical aspects in the preparation phase of decisions, strongly influenced by the degree and quality of public participation. Environmental regulation often uses instruments that favour direct government intervention, while other methods based on agreements has minor attention. An overview of the environmental economics of transaction costs and exploring of the processes leading to agreements will be the basis of our work. Then, we summarise existing Information and Communication Technology (ICT) services are already available to understand and address the environmental problems. These services are usually limited to certain functions, however additional ICT solutions would increase the level of cooperation between investors and stakeholders. The aim of this research is to propose an ICT platform for facilitating agreements that improve environmental quality. We present the structure of the ICT platform, its essential features and possible implementations. Our platform may contribute to the preparation phase of several types of projects and provide an innovative tool for optimal level of pollution. Through practical examples the potential applications of the proposed ICT system in transport and urban development schemes will be shown and the estimation of achievable benefits will be given.

Keywords: environmental sustainability, social acceptance, information and communication technologies, transaction costs, transport investments
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83. A Human Rights-Based Approach to Environmental and Social Sustainability Amongst Marginalized Communities: Lessons Learned from Two Continents.

Prof. Timothy J Hodges, Prof. Mark Berlin

ABSTRACT:
The paper will juxtapose two apparently divergent case studies, with the co-authors seeking to present on-the-ground evidence of the emerging, powerful role human rights can play as a change catalyst in environmental and social policy making to the benefit marginalized communities. The presenters will discuss two case studies: The first of the San People of South Africa in their decades-long (successful) effort to acquire, as traditional knowledge holders, a fair share of the commercial benefits derived from the hoodie plant of southern Africa. The second of Canadian queer community’s (successful) advances over recent decades to challenge systemic policies of marginalization and discrimination at the hands of successive governments. What are the lessons learned from such distinct groups residing half a world away from one another and living, respectively, in the so-called developing and developed worlds? What are the implications for others seeking to address the global problems and challenges through local action and community leadership? What are the implications for development practitioners seeking to harness the power of human-rights for social and environmental well-being? And what do such case studies of success mean for the future of global sustainable development policymaking?

Keywords: human rights, environmental sustainability, local communities, indigenous peoples, marginalization, justice, economic development, social well-being.
84. Promoting Sustainable Development While Avoiding “Green Resource Curse” - The Role of Law

Tracy Stein, Carl Bruch

ABSTRACT:
Thesis: The global transition to a clean energy economy will generate a massive demand for land for renewable energy generation and minerals for clean energy technologies. Notwithstanding potential economic growth, demand for land and minerals can create conflict from land displacement or environmental contamination – a potential “green resource curse.” A study conducted of Sub-Saharan African countries by the Environmental Law Institute evaluated whether well-designed environmental, procedural and land law protections exist to reduce potential for conflict in the transition.

Methodology: The ELI study conducted research of the types of conflicts that have historically accompanied development and commonly accepted legal protections to reduce conflicts. The study analyzed legal frameworks of 48 Sub-Saharan countries to determine the types of laws that exist along with legal gaps. The study evaluated procedural and substantive legal provisions from each country’s constitutions, land, mining, environment, energy and procedural codes.

Results and Conclusions: The study found that many countries have adopted critical legal approaches – many based on international environmental rule of law - which are critical for reducing or preventing conflict and are critical to sustainable development. Ultimately, the study recognizes that while a peaceful transition also depends on other factors (e.g., corruption, weak institutions, lack of capacity, etc.), the analysis of existing legislation plays an important role in setting policy and priorities: whether developing legislation where it is lacking or strengthening laws that do exist to improve implementation and enforcement.

Keywords: “Green Resource Curse,” sustainable development, renewable energy.
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85. Ex-situ Conservation Woody Plants Within the Framework of the Millennium Seed Bank Partnership in Georgia

Dr. Tsira Mikatadze –Pantsulaia, Sandro Kolbaia, Ana Gogoladze

ABSTRACT:
Georgian flora comprises of the vascular plants grown in wild conditions on the territory of country, comprising 185 families, 1048 genera and 4275 species. High endemism level of Georgian flora reflects its richness - 21% of the local flora is endemic. Almost 10% of Georgia’s flora is made up of around 400 tree and shrub species. About 40 percent of them are included in the Red List of Caucasus Endemics. Within the framework of the Millennium Seed Bank partnership, 144 populations of 131 species of trees and shrubs common in Georgia were collected in the place of natural distribution and deposited in the National Seed Bank of Georgia (NSBG) with the funding of the "Garfield Weston Global Tree Seed Bank Project" (Georgia) (2015-2019). The created genetic bank includes rare, endemic, relict, endangered and economically important species, they have food, medicine, fuel, construction, paint, etc. properties. This collection also comprises relict species of Colchic forests important for the study of the history of the Caucasus flora from the following genera: Rhododendron, Betula, Ruscus, Ilex, Daphne, Hedera, Laurocerasus, amongst others; The National Seed Bank is established for long term storage of the wild plant species of Georgia. Seed duplicates from different populations of all target species of the above mentioned project are kept in the Millennium Seed Bank of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, UK. In addition to the seed bank, a collection of seedlings of some of these species has been created in the collection plot of the Plant Conservation Department.

Keywords: ex-situ conservation, tree and shrub species, seed bank, seedlings collection.
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86. How Corporate Governance Mechanism Restrain Sulfur Dioxide Emissions: Evidence from Chinese Listed Firms

Yanbo Zhou, Keying Li, Prof. Uchenna Cyril Eze

ABSTRACT:
Nowadays, the reduction of corporate environmental emissions has been a popular and observable trend. Most of these efforts focus on Carbon Dioxide (CO2) instead of Sulfur Dioxide (SO2). SO2 has grown in awareness among Chinese people because this issue increasingly gravitated to the media’s spotlight and increasing amounts of acid rain incidents in some parts of China. This research addresses attributes of corporate governance mechanisms and tries to determine effective factors in reducing corporate SO2 emissions. This study applied the Pooled Ordinary Least Square (OLS) method in panel data analysis to perform regression analysis. Drawing upon a sample of 381 Chinese listed firms across multiple industries, the findings validated some hypothesized relationships between corporate governance mechanisms and corporate SO2 emissions. The findings provide new insight into the corporate governance mechanism and the emissions of a harmful pollutant, SO2. Ultimately, our research aims to provide some insights from the corporate perspective to help pertinent stakeholders including the regulators, investors, and managers to monitor, manage and control this harmful emission. Additionally, the theoretical, industry contributions, and agenda for future studies were discussed.

Keywords: Corporate governance, Sulfur dioxide emission, Chinese listed firms, Chinese corporation, Board of directors.
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87. The Impact of Corporate Governance and Media Coverage on Environmental Information Disclosure: Evidence from China.

Huiyin Chen, Xiaoyu Huang, Prof. Uchenna Cyril Eze

ABSTRACT:
Nowadays, the fast economic expansion is driven mostly by manufacturing sectors, at the expense of environmental disruption. Environmental information disclosure has aroused widespread concern as a fundamental technique for evaluating corporate environmental performance. This study endeavors to reveal the path of environmental information disclosure governance and in doing so makes significant contributions to sustainable environmental governance. Our research includes 178 listed companies and 534 valid observations from 2019-2011, which are all extracted from existing databases and processed by quantitative techniques. Through quantitative analysis, the results show that negative or abundant media coverage, high ownership concentration or proportion of independent directors promote corporate environmental information disclosure. The interactive effect of internal and external governance has the same effect, especially for SOEs. This study fills the gap in limited and controversial research on media coverage by comprehending its scope and significance for environmental information disclosure. However, the failure to distinguish between neutral and positive media coverage is the shortcoming of this study. Future studies can consider the time-lag effects of the variables and improve the media sentiment analysis. This study can serve as a reference for regulations and provide a theoretical basis for improving the quality of corporate environmental information disclosure.

Keywords: Environmental information disclosure; Media coverage; Corporate governance; Corporate ownership; Environmental governance
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Assoc. Prof. Dr. Upma Gautam, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Deeksha Bajpai Tewari, Priya Das PhDc

ABSTRACT:
Thesis Statement: National and international policy documents have consistently placed a premium on adolescent nutrition improvement. While the health and well-being of children aged 14 to 19 is a critical indicator of a country's economic growth, the same is always argued to be even more so for females of the same age. Malnutrition's detrimental effects on young females aged 14–19 are of particular concern to health planners.


Results: The study found a strong link between adolescent nutritional and anaemic status, teen pregnancy, and child marriage. Additionally, the disparity between resources allocated and expenditure under Rashtriya Kishor Swasthaya Karyakram has a detrimental effect on the nutritional status of adolescent girls in Indian states.

Conclusion and implications: Given that, despite legal interventions, child marriage and teenage pregnancy continue to occur in Indian states, policy interventions and serious implementation become essential for not only improving the health of the female cohort, but also for the future well-being of the next generation.

Literacy levels of women and their anaemic status bear a significant negative correlation. Not just the literacy levels, but longer the time the girls have attended school also has a significant negative impact on their anaemic status. Thus, literacy and health and wellbeing of adolescent Indian women bear a significant relationship and poses to be two sides of a coin.

Keywords: Adolescent girls, Adolescent Reproductive and Sexual Health Program, Anaemia, Nutrition, Sustainable development goals
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89. School for Sustainable Living

Uroš Breskvar

ABSTRACT:
Climate change and the rapid growth of the world’s population are forcing us into a new, sustainable way of life. The changes can be the result of legislation, financial politics. We can adapt our lives even faster to a given situation if we are properly educated. In particular in the countries of the European Union, there is a growing emphasis on adequate education in the area of sustainable living. The article will check whether young people are even aware of the basic energy values so that they can use energy as efficiently as possible and living sustainably. Students from grammar schools, upper secondary technical schools and vocational schools responded to the survey. A comparison was made between these programmes. The research showed that students, regardless of their chosen direction of schooling, have a very poor basic knowledge of energy values.

Keywords: energy, sustainable competences, education, examination of knowledge.
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90. Insolvency Proceedings in Post-Pandemic Period, Through the Governance Sustainability Prism

Valdis Savickis PhDc

ABSTRACT:
Nether the less, COVID-19 Pandemic situation calm down in Latvia and in whole world, diffracted, common legal order and procedural norms came back in so called “normal functioning”. Authors aim is to examine the legal regime in post-pandemic period and conclude the impact of specific legal regulation on the procedural and material legal norms. The study uses analytical and descriptive methods, evaluating normative acts and political decisions. Comparative method is used to compare the scope of legal instruments of national level, in the sphere civil procedures un insolvency proceedings. Historical method is used to compare and analyze legal norms. As a result of the study, author concluded, that: 1) scope of applicable legal instruments used during the emergency situation there not even prolonged, but remained unchanged in legal norms of the special normative acts, regulating suppression of consequences of the spread and management of the spread of COVID-19 Infection; 2) state, in order to reach governance sustainability aims, invented digital and technological solutions, in order to reach the improvement of the economic situation of society and to promote the stability of the national economy.

Keywords: insolvency proceedings, civil procedures, business environment, governance sustainability, legal entities.
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91. An Immersive Metaverse Experience in Transforming Farmers’ Perspective to Adopt End-To-End Sustainable Agriculture Practices.

Vanitadevi Patil, Sheela Ganesh, Anupama Nithyanand

ABSTRACT:
Agriculture is one of the important sectors which is the core of socio-economic development and key to the Indian economy. Nearly 58% of the country’s population depends on agriculture, contributing to about 18% of India’s GDP. The average landholding of a farmer is approximately 1.08 hectares. Depending on land type, the opportunity for farmers to grow various crops varies. Farmers have been cultivating using random agriculture methods and the same crop for years, increasing soil degradation. While about 30 innovative sustainable agriculture practices (SAPs) prevail, there is an adoption rate of less than 4% of Indian farmers, according to literature reviews. This paper addresses the need to scale-up the education, promotion, and adoption of SAPs by building a robust learning model with structured, engaging learning content for all the innovative SAPs, the end-to-end lifecycle of each SAP, including required technologies, and the physical and digital touchpoints at various stages. This paper examines an AI-based recommendation that identifies the best SAP suiting the geographical conditions of farmers’ land. Further, this paper aims to create an immersive metaverse experience where farmers can visualize the entire lifecycle of the identified SAP, envision their future, and make informed decisions to transform economic conditions.

Keywords: Sustainable Agriculture, Technology, AI, Metaverse, Immersive Experience
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92. Integrating IoT, Digital Twin, Metaverse for Reducing Food Loss in India's Agriculture and Dairy Sectors

Sheela Ganesh, Vanitadevi Patil, Anupama Nithyanand

ABSTRACT:
Food loss is a major challenge in India’s agriculture and dairy sectors due to inadequate storage and transportation infrastructure. India annually loses up to 16 million tons of food grains, nearly 5 million tons of milk, and about 35% of India’s fruit and vegetable production, amounting to a significant economic and environmental loss. To address this issue, this research proposal aims to integrate IoT, digital twin, and metaverse technologies, offering more powerful solutions for reducing food loss by providing new ways to monitor and optimize the food supply chain. IoT devices and sensors will monitor critical parameters such as temperature, humidity, and location of food products. This data will be integrated into a digital twin to create a virtual replica of the physical food supply chain within the metaverse. Stakeholders can interact with the supply chain in new ways, potentially identifying optimization opportunities not apparent in traditional 2D and 3D visualizations. By proposing solutions to tackle the challenge of food loss in India's agriculture and dairy sectors, this research paper aims to reduce economic and environmental losses while improving food security and creating a more sustainable and resilient food system in India.
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93. Streetism in Urbanized Cities in Tanzania: A Human Rights Issue?
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ABSTRACT:
Streetism is a relatively new terminology used to connote Children Living and Working on the Streets (CLWS) especially in Anglophone Africa. It has become a global concern that attracts attention from different stakeholders. The increase of Children Living and Working on Streets in Africa and Tanzania in particular has been associated with extreme poverty, abuse, torture and orphanage. The situation persists despite a comprehensive institutional framework that promotes and protects the welfare and rights of children. Tanzania has ratified the Convention on the Rights of a Child (CRC) in 1990 and the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; and instituted several legislative instruments such as Child Development Policy in 1996, the Law of the Child Act of 2009 and the National Plan of Action to End Violence Against Women and Children in Tanzania 2017/2018 – 2021/2022. This study was conducted through a triangulation of methods between 2022 and 2023 to uncover institutional and legislative gaps. The findings revealed that child neglect and violation by irresponsible parents/guardians/communities are the main issues to the increase of CLWS in Tanzania. It recommends an urgent review of policy and legislative gaps so as to make parents/guardians responsible as per the CRC.
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94. Towards Agriculture Sustainability – the European Grean Deal Significance for the Common Agricultural Policy
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ABSTRACT:
Agriculture sustainability is one of the most important scientific topic from the beginning of 90. XX. The premises to develop this way of agricultural activity arise from the need of natural environment protection and climate stabilization. The decades of intensification, specialization and concentration of the EU agriculture forced sustainable agriculture sustainability orientation. Transformation towards wider sustainability is unfortunately a huge challenge. Market rules aim to economic orientation, that underline the need of policy implementation to protect environmental public goods. At the end of 2019 the European Grean Deal strategy was announced, that framed the next reform of the CAP for the years 2023-2027 and the EU countries involvement in environmental and climate purposed achievement. The paper aims to present the significance of the EU strategy - the European Grean Deal for the Common Agricultural Policy in supporting agriculture sustainability development. The case of the Polish strategic activities in agricultural sector was underlined. The results of analysis indicated that the CAP for 2023-2027 intensely emphasized subsidy connection with the environment and climate protection in agricultural practices. The EGD was reflected in the CAP rules at the EU and member state level.
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95. Sustainable Development in Public Administration: Research, Practice, and Education
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ABSTRACT:
Sustainable development has become a critical concern for public administration, encompassing research, practice, and education. The aim of this paper is to explore the current state of sustainable development in public administration, including research, practice, and education. The paper aims to identify the challenges and opportunities associated with implementing sustainable development in public administration, as well as to highlight the innovative approaches and tools that are being developed to address these challenges. Ultimately, the paper seeks to contribute to a better understanding of how sustainable development can be integrated into public administration practices, policies, and curricula, and to provide insights into the actions that can be taken to promote its implementation. The methodology for this paper involves a comprehensive review of the literature on sustainable development in public administration, including academic articles, books, and reports from international organizations. Case studies of sustainable development practices in public administration were also analyzed to provide practical insights into how sustainable development is being implemented in practice. Interviews with experts in the field were conducted to gather additional perspectives on the challenges and opportunities associated with sustainable development in public administration. The data collected through the literature review, case studies, and interviews were analyzed thematically to identify key themes and patterns. The findings were used to develop a comprehensive understanding of sustainable development in public administration and to provide insights into the challenges and opportunities for its implementation. This paper contributes to the development of knowledge in the field of sustainable development in public administration by providing a comprehensive overview of the current state of the field. The paper synthesizes existing research and identifies gaps in the literature, providing direction for future research. Additionally, the paper provides practical insights into how sustainable development is being implemented in public administration, drawing on case studies and interviews with experts in the field. By identifying the challenges and opportunities associated with sustainable development in public administration, the paper highlights the need for innovative approaches and tools to promote its implementation.
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96. Socio-cultural Sustainability for Resilience in Public Services: Strategies for Achieving Inclusive and Equitable Service Delivery
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ABSTRACT:  
Socio-cultural sustainability has become an increasingly important aspect of resilience in public services, particularly in meeting the needs of diverse populations. This article reviews the concept of socio-cultural sustainability and its relevance to public services and provides a comprehensive framework for achieving socio-cultural sustainability in service delivery. The framework includes five key strategies: (1) engaging with diverse communities, (2) promoting cultural competency, (3) fostering inclusion and equity, (4) building partnerships, and (5) continuous evaluation and improvement. The article discusses the importance of each strategy and provides practical examples and case studies to illustrate how they can be implemented in practice. The research explores the benefits of achieving socio-cultural sustainability, including increased community engagement, improved service delivery, and enhanced organizational performance. Finally, the article discusses the challenges of achieving socio-cultural sustainability in public services and provides recommendations for overcoming these challenges.
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97. Metaverse Marketing – The Future of Marketing
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ABSTRACT:
The society is evolving and even trying to “conquer” new universes, no matter if they are physical, virtual, or online. The CoVid-19 Pandemic, wars, natural catastrophes, are pushing humans to adopt and to spend more time in metaverse platforms, as a means of escaping the ordinary and their daily problems. Where there are potential customers, companies, or organizations will follow in order to change the behavior and make them purchase products, or services, increase the brand awareness, or in the case of politicians, or politics, determine them to vote or agree with the wanted strategies. Not only will the customers have avatars, as well as organizations are becoming more humane and attractive towards users. Organizations are investing in technologies related to AI (artificial intelligence) and technologies related to multiverse as the attractiveness of these virtual universes are more and more appealing. In this study, we are conducting a research in order to discover what the benefits are, but also how brands, companies and organizations that are joining, use marketing strategies, policies and tactics to increase their sales. In the multiverse there will not be only the place to spend leisure time, socialize, do the shopping, even working, or why not, even voting, there being practically no limits. We have discovered in this study that customers would also like some sort of regulations, which relate to how marketing and experiential marketing are conducted in metaverse platforms. Like the Internet, the metaverse has the power to drastically change economic and social life for all the parties involved.
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98. Corporations vs. Countries. What Does the Global Mechanism Work Better Versus Businesses?
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ABSTRACT:
In the frameworks of corporate governance, state governance, and public administration, this research study brings together answers from theory and practical scenarios. The method used in this research was assembling a 360-degree focus on actual events that produce the formal and informal mechanisms that keep the world turning, whether it be through the strict scrutiny of the commercial sector or the public sector. The paper's first section divides the process of making economic decisions into two parts: the global mechanism as seen from the perspective of business, and the global mechanism as seen from the perspective of the economy.
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ABSTRACT:
This study is based on an algorithm created for the American stock market to improve closed investment funds' efficiency, which had as a secondary output a suitable and sustainable model that could be scaled to fit solutions for problems with automated decision making at the government level, similar to a fundamental business intelligence solution (that adheres to similar procedures as the IBM Cognos workflow), which provides a solution in creating the best sustainable model. The model is based on businesses that are listed on the NASDAQ and LSE since these markets offer the finest examples of transparency and accurate audits. It also replicates the economic sectors that make up a fictitious national economy. In order to provide a better perspective and to report the main findings of this study, we also created an overview to analyze the development of B.A.D.E.M., an indicator that simulates a national economy, which in 2023 reached its tenth version, and HSS, a micro-indicator that simulates the healthcare sector.
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100. Macroeconomic Strategies and Policies Impacting the Decarbonization of Economies in the Member Countries of the European Union.
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ABSTRACT:
In the context of the strategic development objectives of the European Union for the next strategic cycle until 2030, a priority issue is the decarbonization of the economy, oriented towards the design and monitoring of strategies in order to achieve the objectives regarding climate change, the simultaneous stimulation of economic growth and ensuring social cohesion. A special place belongs to the progress of climate change, which requires progressive steps in the implementation of strategies and policies for all member countries of the EU. We propose in this article to focus on the application of decarbonization strategies and policies in the countries of the European Union with an emphasis on Romania, with a necessary approach to social inclusion issues. The development of proposals for efficient strategies for the decarbonization of economies in EU, the comparative analysis between the diversification of macroeconomic policies and instruments with different evaluation criteria, having as an essential support - the digitalization tools, which will accelerate the process of decarbonization of the countries' economy EU. We propose the development of decarbonization strategies based on a mix of policies focused on establishing emission prices; standards and regulations; the implementation of capital, labor and innovation reallocation policies.
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101. Research Funding Policies and Opportunities in EU Countries in the Context of New Development Opportunities.
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ABSTRACT:
In the context of the development of research infrastructures, necessary for the solution of economic and social challenges in the countries of the European Union, and at the global level. The branch of research is an important part of the economic cycle, and they are valued as strategic, innovation investments that contribute to national and global competitiveness. An important problem of cricketing is the transfer of knowledge/technologies in the innovation ecosystem, the adoption of innovative ideas coming from research, by SME. It is important to be able to develop and implement new research infrastructure financing principles for EU countries. In this article, we propose to carry out a comparative analysis of research funding mechanisms in the EU countries and other experiences from the USA, Japan, China, in order to be able to identify new solutions and mechanisms for funding and making research strategies, policies and management more efficient in Romania. By correlating research - development, innovation policies with funding and investment policies in the short, medium and long term, we will succeed in building a viable and functional model of scientific research in different fields of development in Romania and for EU partner countries and other partner countries.
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102. Promotion of Sustainable Consumption in the Energy Sector.
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ABSTRACT:
Sustainable development as it is currently framed aims to reduce the consumption of available resources while minimizing negative impacts on the environment. Sustainability encompasses ecological, economic and social concerns. A main purpose of this term is the maintenance and development of human well-being on a local and global scale. So that this term can be approached by the population, all its attributions must be appropriated and understood. The existence of ecological conditions is necessary to lead an economically sustainable lifestyle. A control over nature and ideas of balance between human effort and nature, fostered by sustainable desolation can benefit future generations. The relevance of such an ecological balance is assessed by comparing how consumption typically occurs in modern human societies as opposed to nature. Sustainable consumption emphasizes the term "green consumption" and reducing the carbon footprint.
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Determinants of the Probability of Nonrepayment of Loans Granted to Individuals.
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ABSTRACT:
This paper presents non-performing loans granted to individuals as well as methods of prevention and recovery. This risk of non-repayment is recorded when the debtor cannot honor his due obligations to the bank in time according to the credit agreement. The objectives of the homework are to understand the credit system of natural persons, to know and carefully analyze the client's file with the aim of making or not the credit decision and finally granting the loan. Credit restructuring is an essential method in counteracting the appearance of non-performing loans, which aims to support a bank's customers, so that they can deal with financial impasse situations that have temporarily arisen in the various stages of the development of credit contracts. The process of periodic verification of the contract with the borrower, the guarantees offered, including visits to the place where the client operates are essential factors in order to prevent the risk of default. Loans approved for borrowers who, during the course of the lending period, experience a worsening economic-financial situation are called non-performing loans, that is, they can no longer meet the terms of repayment of the loan, nor can they cover the interest expense and related commissions.
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104. Development of New Business Opportunities For Sustainable Development – Lesson Learned From Pandemic Crisis.
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ABSTRACT:
During the pandemic crisis it was observed that the whole global economy was affected especially by severe disruption of supply-demand balance. Even so, the most affected were low-income economies because of lack of resources to redistribute in the sake of resilience and recovery. We cannot say that the developed economies were not affected, in real terms probably much more than the lower-income ones, but developed countries or regions were capable to dislocate huge financial support to overcome the crisis and to quickly regain the level before shock. The purpose of this research is to analyse the effects of health crisis over the economy. Because four crises are overlapping (health, energy, geopolitical conflict, and food), it is quite difficult to measure the impact of each driver with accuracy. To determine the impact of those four factors is necessary to understand the dynamic of productivity and competitiveness during shocks, even though we cope with health influence, energy prices, geopolitical turbulence, or food security. All in all, partially for energy crisis, the other crises were totally unexpected, and the response of humanity, global institutions, alliances, and association of countries is customized according to the evolution of turbulences. Here is the role of government because, from the capacity building perspective, there is necessary more integration between government, research/education, and business ecosystem in order to encourage innovation, creativity, and entrepreneurship. In the 4th Industrial Revolution, the main resource and key factor is knowledge embedded in every step of the process, embodied in equipment and machinery, on the one hand, and in human, on the other hand. Robotics, new materials, nanotechnologies, and digital environment give a new dimension to productivity and competitiveness. From this perspective, our goal is to demonstrate the supremacy of collaborative approach for shaping knowledge in the way of creativity, innovation, entrepreneurship, productivity, and competitiveness.
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105. Preliminary Results of Angat, Bulacan Riverways Mapping: Immediate Response to Environmental Protection
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ABSTRACT:
When several industries and subdivisions penetrated the province of Bulacan several years back, waterways were affected some of which were getting narrower and shallower due to inevitable dumping of various solid construction debris. This study was conducted to map the entire Angat riverways to determine the major causes of blockages along the river that cause floods along the riverbanks areas that last for a long period of time. The methods used in this research are a combination of quantitative and qualitative ethnographic interviews with the affected residents, narrative, phenomenological and case studies that are useful in gathering information. The results of this study have strong implication to the following: the local government units of Bulacan province need to revisit their guidelines and protocols concerning environmental protection, the affected residents should be re-oriented and re-educated regarding river conservation in order to lessen the threats to human lives, some outputs may be inserted to the existing science curriculum of the Department of Education-Bulacan, and the new researchers may utilize these results as stepping stone for another exploration.
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106. SOLIDARIDAD: Sustainability of the Quality of Life of the People of Plaridel, Bulacan, Philippines

Albert G. Romero

ABSTRACT:
The Covid-19 is a global pandemic issue that claims the lives of millions of people around the world. In May 2021 the Philippine Islands has reached the total of more than one million cases because its strategic location in maritime Southeast Asia contributed the hotspots where case spikes particularly for those entering the air and seaports. The Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) for the Management of Emerging Infectious Disease for Covid-19 has place the National Capital Region (NCR) and its neighboring provinces into a “plus travel bubble” through recommendations of the Department of Health (DOH). This study will help the Local Government Unit (LGU) of Plaridel, Bulacan, Philippines through the five goals, namely, safe environment and resilient communities, local economic development and poverty reduction, improved accessibility and mobility, excellence in governance and universal access to education and health. The five goals are clearly discussed on how to sustain the quality of life of people.
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107. Superstitious Beliefs Among Small-Scale Cockfighters in Bulacan, Philippines

Melito C. Cru

ABSTRACT:
Cockfighting or “sabong” in Bulacan, Philippines takes the lead in terms of past time, sport and gambling as well, since time immemorial where people from different walks of life meet twice a week in the arena or “sabungan” for game fowls as scheduled by the organizers. During the pre-Hispanic era “sabong” (cockfighting) was known as “tupada” that takes place in the street corners or under the thatched roof where “mamumusta” (bettors) flocked in a circle to witness their respective fighting cock. Even during the Japanese time, cockfighting succeeded in several places in the Philippine archipelago as past time and recreation among Filipinos. Most “sabungeros” (cockfighters) in the city of Malolos, Bulacan have numerous beliefs regarding cockfighting like on how to treat and program the rooster’ instinct before and after the game including the amalgamated religious rituals of both folk Catholicism and articulated Christianity. Today, cockfighting is a lucrative industry in town but the Philippine government wanted to control the small time “sabungeros” and to concentrate on the large scale of cockfighting and online betting. This paper will share the plight of the small scale “sabungeros” regarding the sustainability of “sabong” together with their undying superstitious beliefs and considerations on cockfighting.
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108. The Quality of Family Life of the Tricycle Drivers in the National Capital Region (NCR), Philippines

Dr. Romeo Dela Cruz Inasoria

ABSTRACT:
Tricycle is a three wheeled vehicle of the masses that was introduced in the 1950s in the island of Luzon, Philippines. Most tricycle drivers belonged to the poor families whose daily income that comes from driving is insufficient for the basic needs of the entire family of three to ten children. This kind of job is easier because for many adventurous drivers earn for a living as they wish without constraining their time. Tricycle drivers may be classified into government registered and unregistered vehicle. Whether the vehicle is government registered or not, the driver earns almost the same net income per day. The daily income of any tricycle driver in the metro is meager to the everyday sustenance of the family. Thus, such kind of occupation may not alleviate the impoverished condition of tricycle driver families in the National Capital Region (NCR). The result of this query is a fundamental policies and guidelines for the Local Government Units (LGUs) on how to exhilarate tricycle driver family’s economic condition in order to enjoy the quality of life.
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Assoc. Prof. Dr. Dr. Sherwin M. Pariñas

ABSTRACT:
Self-Flagellation is one of the religious rituals in Central Luzon, Philippines where penitents roam around the area of Bulacan, Nueva Ecija and Pampanga, half-naked with crown made of twigs and their faces are covered with used cloth while hitting their back by a whip made of nylon string tied with bamboo strips called “bolyos” during Lenten Season and Holy Week. Every penitent that executes self-flagellation vowed to perform the ritual every year as an act of thanksgiving, supplication and atonement continuously according to one’s personal promise. Normally, penitents vowed to perform self-flagellation for ten to fifteen consecutive years. During Covid-19 Pandemic quarantine and hard lockdown, both government and church authorities banned all religious gatherings and performances. This paper will present several ways on how religious believers and penitents sustain their annual “panata” or personal vow to do self-flagellation in public notwithstanding the prohibition of the Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) for Covid-19 for the Managements of Emerging Infectious Disease.
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110. Development of Provincial Cities of Eastern Europe Using Social Economy and Industry 4.0 Technologies

Dumitru-Alin STATIE PhDc, Leonard-Alin RIZOIU PhDc, Xiaoliang ZHANG PhDc, Jianbo WANG PhDc

ABSTRACT:
Provincial cities in Eastern Europe in general and in Romania have registered a low attractiveness among young people, investors, and visitors in recent years. Fortunately, new technologies appear every day. In all this "rebirth" of the provincial cities, only one question arises - how can these cities be reborn, under the conditions of using the principles of the social economy, of the human resource that is increasingly reducing and the technology of industry 4.0 which, most of the time, does not exceed the borders of the big cities? To answer this question, we followed three directions of action. First, we conducted a questionnaire on a sample of 540 people, to understand what the actual situation is and their grievances. The second step of action was achieved by developing a model applicable to every city that falls under the category of provincial cities, through which they can develop quickly and harmoniously. The model was developed considering all the elements that characterize them: the structure of the population, the economy, the level of development, etc. A final step was to implement another model to demonstrate that the use of Industry 4.0 technologies can make communities reborn.
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111. Driving Employee Engagement: Examining the Synergy of Ability, Motivation, and Opportunity Enhancing Practices.

Dr. Elaina Rose Johar, Dr. Nadzirah Rosli, Dr. Siti Murni Mat Khairi, Prof. Dr. Norzanah Mat Nor

ABSTRACT:
This study examines the effect of human resource practices, including ability, motivation, and opportunity practices, on employee engagement in the Malaysian environment. This research surveyed 154 service sector employees at Klang Valley, Malaysia. Structural equation modelling was used to analyse the data. Based on the Ability, Motivation and Opportunity (AMO) theory, the findings show that intrinsic motivation and opportunity practises have a considerable beneficial influence on employee engagement, however ability and extrinsic motivation enhancing practices have no effect. Leaders need to give more upskilling opportunities and enticing rewards for employees to actively engage in the workplace, and human resource rules and procedures should reflect this goal. Doing so can greatly raise the value of human resources to the organisation, lead to the accomplishment of organisational goals, and improve the well-being of the employees. This research delves into the critical roles of AMO practises that have been shown to significantly boost employee engagement.
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112. Through Circularity towards Sustainability: Assessing the Progress and Challenges of the Circular Economy in the EU and Slovakia

Assoc.Prof. Ing. Emília Huttmanová, Ing. Dr. Jana Chovancová, Dr. Martin Steiner, Dr. Peter Ramharter, Kristína Kočiščáková

ABSTRACT:
Sustainable development poses a significant challenge to modern civilization. The current problems and crises underscore the urgent need to establish a sustainable society, marking a crucial milestone in human evolution. The concept of sustainability has gained increasing prominence as a scientific, social, and political concern. The European Union strongly emphasizes the transition to a circular economy as a sustainable approach to economic growth. This circular economy model, one of the transformative policies of the Green Deal, is intended to pave the way for a sustainable future. It is now recognized as one of several approaches to achieving sustainability, as it encompasses and interconnects the economic, social, and environmental aspects of sustainable development. The main objective of this paper is to assess the present state and progress of the circular economy in Slovakia, employing selected indicators within the context of transitioning from a linear to a circular economy.

Keywords: Circular economy. Sustainability. Municipal waste. Recycling rate. European Union countries.
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113. Artificial Intelligence and Human Resource – The Impact of Artificial Intelligence on Human Based Activities

Leonard-Alin RIZOIU PhDc, Genoveva Da Costa LUPÉDIA, Dumitru-Alin STATIE PhDc, Xiaoliang ZHANG PhDc

ABSTRACT:
The world of the century in which we live is no longer characterized only by uncertainty, but also by a high level of fear expressed by the population regarding the possibility that artificial intelligence will leave them without a job. The work proposed by us concerns, first of all, the human resource and the way it has been used over time. In the background of the analysis, our interest focused on the technique in general and on the artificial resource in particular to see how many classic processes, which were previously provided by the human resource, have now been replaced by advanced computing means that, most of the time they think for themselves and develop their own communication languages. Also, through this work, we wanted to analyze if there is a correlation between the level of use of the artificial resource and the unemployment rate, analyzing several countries, both from Europe and from Asia and from the American continent. Also, the current paper wants to answer certain very pressing questions for the civil society which, now, feels a pressure because of the unprecedented technological advance. Is technology a friend or an enemy of man?
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114. From Hearts to Carts: Unveiling the Influence of Comment, Likes, and Share Functions on Consumers' Purchase Intentions in the Instagram Landscape.

Dr. Nadzirah Rosli, Dr. Elaina Rose Johar, Muhammad Luqman Hannan Bin Mad Lazim

ABSTRACT:
The research on the influence of social media engagement, such as likes, comments, and share functions, on consumer purchase decisions has gained significant attention in recent years. While previous research has recognized the importance of social media engagement, there is a lack of in-depth analysis regarding the specific effects of likes, comments, and share functions on consumer behaviour, especially concerning the examination of social media engagement’s role across diverse consumer segments. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to better understand social network applications and activities (eg: comments, likes, and shares) that influence consumers’ purchase decisions. This cross-sectional study employed purposive sampling to gather data. The target respondents were Malaysian individuals who had previously made a purchase through a social media platform like Instagram and currently resided in Malaysia. A total of 134 completed and valid responses were obtained and used for subsequent analyses. The research findings contribute significantly to the existing literature in several ways. Firstly, the study developed a research model grounded in signalling theory to investigate how social network applications and activities, such as comments, likes, and shares, influence consumers' purchase decisions. The results revealed noteworthy insights, demonstrating that likes and shares have a significant direct impact on purchase decisions within the Instagram context. However, contrary to expectations, the study found no significant relationship between comments and consumers' purchase decisions on Instagram. These findings offer valuable insights into the specific influence of various social media engagement metrics on consumer behaviour, specifically within the realm of Instagram.
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115. Decarbonising the Tourism Suppliers: The CDR (carbon dioxide removal) approach.

Dr. Senjay Chib, Ewa Mottier, Dr Gretel Qumsieh-Mussalam

ABSTRACT:
The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) acknowledges its commitment to the low carbon tourism development globally [5]. The transport related emissions due to tourism related activities are forecasted to reach 5.3% of total carbon dioxide emitted due to human action by 2030 [4]. Overall, the global tourism industry is highly exposed to climate change, and it also adds to the greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions leading to global warming [4]. The structure of tourism sector at any location comprises of diverse suppliers and stakeholders such as accommodation, transportation, MICE, F & B establishments, tourism governing bodies, 3rd party booking systems, infrastructure, and the related ancillary services. The various tourism stakeholders contribute to the carbon dioxide emissions in the process of delivering their products and services. Due to economic relevance of tourism to any location, UNWTO strongly advocates: 1) measurement of carbon dioxide emissions due to tourism activities, 2) decrease the amount of carbon dioxide emitted due to tourism related operations and 3) direct engagement of tourism sector in removal of carbon dioxide [3]. Yet, businesses are finding it challenging to reduce or eliminate their carbon footprint. As a result, many businesses will be reliant on voluntary carbon removal credit to reduce their carbon emissions. However, the present voluntary carbon trading systems and mechanisms are complex, opaque, and fragmented [1]. In this sense, decentralized blockchain solutions could potentially rectify the present carbon credit exchange eco-systems by improving access to voluntary carbon credits, by improving the accountability methods and by improving the management of the voluntary carbon exchange eco-systems [2]. Therefore, this research aims to evaluate the feasibility of deploying blockchain based solutions to increase the decarbonisation by carbon removal by the tourism suppliers.
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ABSTRACT:
Background: A transition to primarily plant-based diets (e.g., EAT-Lancet diet) is pivotal for population and environmental health. However, how such transition may impact dietary exposure to food contaminants remains unexplored. We assessed adherence to the EAT-Lancet diet and associations with mortality and with exposure to food contaminants.

Methods: We used dietary data from a food frequency questionnaire of two Swedish population-based cohorts with 68,175 participants. An EAT-Lancet Adherence Index (EAI) was created by scoring consumption of 14 food groups included in the EAT-Lancet diet. Data was analysed with Cox and linear regression.

Results: Per 3-point increase in EAI (increasing adherence) was associated with 7% (CI:0.89,0.96) and 8% (CI:0.88,0.95) reduced risk of all-cause mortality, and 9% (CI:0.85,0.97) and 6% (CI:0.87,1.00) reduced risk of cardiovascular-mortality, in men and women, respectively. At the same time, higher EAI was associated with increased dietary exposure to cadmium, methylmercury, polychlorinated biphenyls, and pesticide residue (all p-trends <0.001). Implications: High adherence to the EAT-Lancet diet may decrease mortality risk. However, the full health potential may be masked by dietary exposure to food contaminants. Given the importance of population-wide transition to plant-based diets, multi-sectoral efforts and policies are necessary to reduce exposure to potentially harmful food contaminants.
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ABSTRACT:
Lithium plays a critical role in the decarbonization of the transportation sector, and most of the world’s accessible lithium deposits are held in the “Lithium Triangle” encompassing Argentina, Bolivia, and Chile. However, limited research exists on the legislative barriers influencing foreign investment and community-participation throughout the region. To address this gap, comparative case studies were performed analyzing legislation and developments in extraction projects, revealing disparate impacts and treatment of communities and foreign investors across the three countries. Chile, historically dominating lithium exports, limited foreign investment, nationalized lithium reserves, and emphasizes favorable compensation to affected communities. Conversely, Argentina, has become more attractive to investors with reduced mineral export taxes, but local communities have with little consent in decision-making due to domestic law. Bolivia, however, struggles with investment and despite strong legislative mechanisms to ensure citizen participation, communities have been excluded a seat at the table. Throughout the Lithium Triangle, investors continue to prioritize profits without consideration for the lasting impact on the local environment and residents. Understanding the differences and trends within this region not only for allows more informed decisions between policymakers and stakeholders but also shines a light on those most affected by a fossil fuel free economy.
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ABSTRACT:
Detection of false or misleading green claims (referred to as “greenwashing”) within company sustainability disclosures is challenging for a number of reasons, which include the textual and qualitative nature, volume, and complexity of such disclosures. In recent years, notable progress made in the fields of artificial intelligence and specifically, large language models (LLMs), has showcased the capacity of these tools to effectively analyse extensive and intricate textual data, including the contents of sustainability disclosures. Transformer-based LLMs, such as Google’s BERT architecture, were trained on general domain text corpora. Subsequent research has shown that further pre-training of such LLMs on specific domains, such as the climate or sustainability domains, may improve performance. However, previous research often uses text corpora that exhibit significant variation across topics and language and which often consist of heterogeneous subdomains.

We therefore propose a conceptual framework for further pre-training of transformer based LLMs using text corpora relating to specific sustainability subdomains i.e. subdomain specific pre-training. We do so as a basis for the improved performance of such models in analysing sustainability disclosures. The main contribution is a conceptual framework to advance the use of LLMs for the reliable identification of green claims and ultimately, greenwashing.
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119. Scaling Up Innovation- Exemplary Initiatives for Sustainable Development in European Smart Cities with a Focus on Smart Mobility
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ABSTRACT:
The development of a sustainable economy is the goal of the whole society in the European Union. With over half of the global population residing in urban areas, the significance of building resilient cities cannot be overstated. Cities are at the forefront of driving adaptation and building resilience implementing ambitious strategies and activities to effectively cope, adapt, and transform, considering three pillars of sustainable development: economic growth, environmental management and social inclusion. This study explores the toolbox of best practices - activities and innovations that European cities are implementing to achieve sustainable development goals. In the article, the best practices and innovative approaches that cities are taking toward sustainability were identified. This article explores the key aspects of smart mobility and its potential to reshape urban transportation systems for a more sustainable future. The findings in the paper indicate that European cities are making significant efforts to adopt sustainable practices, including investments in renewable energy, green infrastructure, public transportation, waste management, and sustainable urban planning. The study highlights the importance of the need for inter-sectoral collaborations to achieve SD goals. The insights gained from this study can inform policy-making and assist cities in developing effective strategies for sustainable development.
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120. Urbanism: Using Settlement Upgrading and self-help Housing in Addressing the Housing Shortage in Nigeria and Italy for the Urban Poor

Dr. John Abubakar

ABSTRACT:
Most of the sustainable development goals rely on urban centers for their attainment as they serve as the engine room of development. Urbanization is a positive force for good. It provides the needed structures and services for an improved quality of life and standard of living. Moving to a city and staying in a city are therefore the ambition of many as part of the quest for a better life. As cities evolve, care must be taken not to exclude the urban poor from the benefits that come from living in cities. This practice-based research is anchored on the challenges the urban poor face in both Nigeria and Italy in relation to housing. Using the content analysis method, secondary data on settlement upgrading and self-housing from development and research institutions, were rigorously analyzed, arguing for the use of settlement upgrading and self-housing in addressing the housing challenge of the urban poor in Nigeria and Italy. The conclusion is that given the current economic reality exacerbated by the Covid-19 pandemic, the Russian-Ukrainian war and global migration, adopting an innovative approach to the challenge of housing for the urban poor is an imperative.

Keywords: urbanization, settlement upgrading, self-help housing, urban poor, migration.
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121. Robots at work: new evidence with recent data

Prof. Dr. Tiago Sequeira, Dr. Derick Almeida

ABSTRACT:
We reassess the relationship between robotization and the growth in labor productivity with more recent data. We discover that the effect of robot density in the growth productivity substantially decreased in the post-2008 period. In this period, the lower positive effect of robot density in the growth of labor productivity is less dependent on the increase in value added. The data analysis dismisses any positive effect of robotization on hours worked. Results are confirmed by several robustness checks, cross-sectional (and panel-data) IV and quantile regression analysis. By means of the quantile regression analysis, we learn that the effect of robots on labor productivity is stronger for low productivity sectors and that in the most recent period, the effect of robotization felt significantly throughout the distribution. This highlights one of the possible sources of stagnation in the era of robotization and have implication both for labor market and R&D policies.

Keywords: New General Purpose Technologies, Robotization, Labor Productivity, Productivity Growth, Stagnation
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122. Role of the Market and ISO 14001 Environmental Standards in the Sustainable Transition of the Olive Oil Agri-Food Industry

Dra. Rocío Carrillo Labella, Dra. Fatiha Fort

ABSTRACT:
The process of globalization has led to environmental deterioration, pollution and climate change, which, together with technological progress, has led to a necessary change in the attitudes of society as a whole, and to the need to promote sustainable development. Increasingly, more organizations are becoming aware of the importance of eco-innovation as a precursor to sustainability, in the broadest sense of the concept (eco-organization, eco-process, eco-product and eco-marketing) (OECD, 1997:2000). Under these global changes, the olive oil producing industry is aware of the necessary ecological and eco-innovative transformation for an adequate commercialization of sustainable oils. More and more companies are starting this journey by adopting environmental standards such as ISO 4001 or EMAS considered as drivers for the eco-innovation of companies. This work aims to analyze through regression analysis to a total of 169 olive oil producing companies in Spain, the effect of two outsourced such as the adoption of environmental standards (ISO 14001) in eco-innovative and organizational processes. As well as, the role-played by the market (Market Pull) in a growing sector in the internationalization. Obtaining as a result the important role-played by the market the implementation of eco-innovations.

Keywords: Sustainable Transition, Olive Oil, eco-innovative transformation
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123. Loan-taking experience of Village Savings and Loan Association (VSLA) members from formal and informal rural financial institutions in Bangladesh

Dr. Md. Faisal Kabir, Zinat Ara Afroze

ABSTRACT:
Microfinance institutions (MFIs) and allied informal institutes work together to improve the poor and extreme poor (PEP) lives. However, the complex loan conditions of the MFIs, microloan needs, and the urgencies of the loan seeker make it difficult to access the MFIs. This study adopted a qualitative approach in its exploration of the formal and informal MFI infrastructure and the loan seeker's crucial loan needs and demand. Based on the findings, it is clear that most PEPs are unable to access microloans from MFIs because the minimum loan amount most MFIs offer is between 10,000 and 15,000 BDT (92.23 and 138.35 USD) and require a minimum of 15 days to get the amount in hand upon submitting various paper document and verifications. Therefore, the PEPs typically borrow money from private or community money lenders who charge exorbitant interest rates. This research showed that the VSLA members are less likely to borrow money from unregulated money lenders at exorbitant interest rates because the VSLA offers savings and loan services for a nominal charge. A small reformation of the rules for taking loans from the VSLA group could uplift their livelihood and meet their microloan demand.

Keywords: Financial inclusion, microloans, village savings and loan association, microfinance institute, loan demand
124. Assessing Non-Exhaust Emissions (NEE) and Traffic Flow Correlation in Transit-Oriented Developments: A Case Study in Manchester City

Esraa Elmarakby PhDc, Prof. Hisham Elkadi

ABSTRACT:
Air pollution is a persistent issue in cities. While the focus has traditionally been on exhaust emissions, another form of pollution has been overlooked - Non-Exhaust Emissions (NEE). NEE comprises particles from Tyre, brake, and road surface wear, as well as Road dust, represented by Particulate matter (PM10, PM2.5). To combat air pollution and promote sustainable urban development, Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) has emerged, advocating for integrating housing, workplaces, and daily needs around public transport stations to reduce commuting and promote public transportation usage. This research investigates the correlation between traffic flow characteristics and NEE concentrations in two distinct TOD typologies in Manchester City: Manchester Piccadilly and East Didsbury. Using UK Road statistics and real-time vehicle speed data from the PTV Group’s API, traffic parameters on TOD roads in both areas were analysed. Additionally, BreezoMeter's air quality API was utilized to monitor and correlate NEE concentrations with traffic data. The findings show notable correlations between traffic speed, volume, and NEE concentrations. Main roads with higher traffic volumes have elevated NEE concentrations compared to collector and local roads. Certain vehicle types, especially heavy trucks, contribute significantly to NEE emissions. Therefore, effective traffic management is crucial in reducing NEE in TODs, for creating eco-friendly transit-oriented communities.

Keywords: Air Pollution, Transit-Oriented Development, Non-Exhaust Emission, Particulate Matter, Traffic Management
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125. Construction Site Supplies in the Context of Sustainable Urban Logistics Plans Development

Dr. Oleksandra Osypchuk, Prof. Stanislaw Iwan

ABSTRACT:
Thesis statement: Development of modern cities is not possible without the implementation of construction projects. However, this involves processes that have a negative impact. Transport carried out for construction needs pose environmental, economic and social challenges. The main goal of the paper was to analyse the construction supply logistics in terms of its compliance with the principles of sustainable development on the example of Szczecin. The specific goals were to collect good practices for more sustainable construction supplies and prepare a recommendations for SULP development.

Methodology: The goals were achieved using the analysis of the statistical data, non-structured observation, and surveys regarding construction projects being carried out in Szczecin, and also paper-and-pencil interviews with experts.

Results: The conducted research indicated problems related to construction supplies and made it possible to create recommendations related to the implementation of good practices and SULP development.

Conclusions and Implications: The problems identified during the research will intensify in the future, it seems reasonable to disseminate knowledge about solutions contributing to a more sustainable implementation of construction supplies. In addition, actions should be taken at the level of local authorities. Construction supplies should be included in the SULP development processes. This will allow to reduce the negative impact of construction supplies on the natural environment and inhabitance.

Keywords: Sustainable urban freight transport; construction supplies; construction logistics; Sustainable Urban Logistics Plans
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126. The Role of the Insurance Sector of the Republic of Uzbekistan in Achieving the SDGs

D.Sc. Azimov Rustam Sadikovich, PhD Mirsadikov Miradil Abdullayevich, PhD Shamsuddinov Bakhodir

ABSTRACT:
This article describes the role and place of the insurance sector of Uzbekistan in achieving the National Sustainable Development Goals (hereinafter SDGs). To date, there is an increase in the frequency and scale of natural and man-made disasters, which means that the issue of protecting people's lives and well-being is particularly acute. Therefore, without an effective risk management system, including an insurance mechanism, achieving sustainable development is considered impossible. As a protection against unforeseen events, such as illness, disability or natural disaster, access to inclusive insurance, in particular microinsurance, is provided. Clearly, microinsurance acts as a tool of the SDG program to increase the resilience of the poor and reduce their exposure to extreme events related to climate and other economic, social and environmental shocks. It should be taken into account that the achievement of national Sustainable Development Goals requires the mobilization of a wide range of resources from the Government of the Republic of Uzbekistan and the private sector.
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127. Transforming the Kenyir Lake’s Houseboat for Sustainable Tourism Industry and Environmental Conservation

Dr. Abdul Muhaimin bin Mahmud, Mohd Ainor Yahya, Noorashikin Md Tamimi

ABSTRACT:
The tourism industry in Malaysia has long been one of the major contributors to Malaysia’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The industry contributes RM41.69 billion to the country’s revenue in the first half of 2019 and increased to RM102.22 billion at the end of the year 2019. Furthermore, a total of 3.46 million employees works for the industry in 2019-2020. One of the tourist attractions is the houseboat at Kenyir Lake in Malaysia – a floating homestay concept that gives tourists an aqua-eco-tourism experience that combines water activity and environmental exploration. For many years now since the houseboat industry emerged, fossil fuels such as diesel and petrol have been the main energy resource for the houseboat. Fuel generator is considered un-environmentally friendly and not a permanent electricity solution due to the instability of power generation, high fuel cost, and operation and maintenance issues. The study identified the type, usage, and consumption of energy for houseboat operation in Kenyir Lake; examined, understand, and aligned the houseboat energy needs, opportunities & constraints for sustainable tourism, environment conservation, reliable infrastructure, and people satisfaction; and defined the sustainable and reliable energy services mechanism which can be implemented at a houseboat that to conserve the environment.
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128. Sustainability in a Sand-Depleted World: Identifying Barriers to Adoption of Sand Substitutes

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Adel A. Zadeh, Dr. Yunxin Peng, Distinguished Prof. Sheila M. Puffer

ABSTRACT:
The global sand crisis has gained considerable attention among environmentalists over the last few years, and the United Nations has proposed some initiatives to reduce the use of river sand. In spite of the existence of a number of promising sustainable alternatives to alluvial sand, there has been little effort to implement those initiatives in the construction industry. This paper attempts to develop a better understanding of barriers and challenges related to the adoption of sustainable substitutes for sand in the construction industry. An online survey designed by the authors was distributed among construction industry professionals located in 35 US states and 7 Canadian provinces. The findings from 344 respondents show that different stakeholders in construction have different priorities and concerns when it comes to sustainable sand substitutes, with some focusing more on the technical and practical aspects, while others focus more on the long-term and environmental aspects.
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129. Hydrogen Production in Up-Scaled Microbial Electrolysis Cell for Sustainability and Circular Economy

Dr. Uttam Kumar Ghosh, Rahul Gautam PhDC

ABSTRACT:
The attempts for clean energy sources are considering Bio-energy as an alternative. Also, in the Indian sub-continent, there is an issue of burning the stubble leading to extreme air pollution in the north Indian states. Biological hydrogen production through Microbial Electrolysis Cells (MEC) is gaining attention as it is a sustainably cheaper carbon-neutral technique for simultaneous waste remediation. The present study aims to assess a 2 liters of scaled-up single-chambered MEC (SC-MEC) for hydrogen production with modified carbon cloth electrodes using sugarcane bagasse as substrate in a batch mode under an applied voltage of 1 V at 30 ± 2 °C. The outcome was 73.8 % of COD removal, while the 81 mL of hydrogen per gram of COD removal was achieved in 2000mL SC-MEC. The coulombic efficiency of 68% and energy efficiency of 87 % were obtained with 72% of hydrogen purity. These promising results has also paved a sustainable route to counter the issue of stubble burning and associated environmental issues by using stubble as the substrate in MEC. Further, the usage of the reactor digestate for biochar production can be a tool of circular economy aspects of the MEC.
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130. Sustainable Lessons from Akan Indigenous Entrepreneurship

Edwina Apaw PhdC, Dr Yinshan Tang

ABSTRACT:
Statement of the Problem: The problem of financial capital, education and unemployment is a challenge for Ghana. Although Ghana provides free education to secondary level, graduates are not prepared for employment. In contrast, many indigenous entrepreneurs operate successfully in the modern Ghanaian economy. What lessons can Ghana learn from indigenous finance, education and employment to support the economy?
Methodology: The study identified indigenous entrepreneurs operating in the modern Ghanaian economy; those operating for at least 3 years, generating revenue and supporting the community. All participants had an educational level of secondary school or lower. Participants were interviewed concerning their indigenous education, business finance and employment practices.
Results: The study found the entrepreneurs received indigenous education through family members, involving practical responsibilities in business activities. By late teens some were running their own businesses. Financial instruments identified included skills exchanges, gifts, diversification, apprenticeships, networks, susu and trust capital. Graduates transitioned into meaningful employment and created additional jobs.
Conclusions and Implications: Akan indigenous education is practical and immersive, leading to significant business skills. Akan indigenous finance offers alternative financing to entrepreneurs for a slower but sustainable growth. By implication Akan indigenous entrepreneurship offers solutions for sustainable education, finance and employment.
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131. Evaluation of Environmental Friendliness of Fishing Vessels in the Adriatic Sea by the Extended Emission Index (EEI)
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ABSTRACT:
Increase of environmental friendliness and energy efficiency is a key research subject in marine engineering, and there are different quantitative parameters (indices) to express effect of ship on the environment. They are regularly formulated as ratios of emissions produced by the ship power system and benefit for the society (BS). In case of merchant ships such indices generally use amounts of CO2 emission in nominator and transport work in denominator. It is evident that such formulations do not provide full insight into ship environmental effect since acidification and eutrophication potentials as well as global warming potential are not fully taken into account. Moreover, benefit for the society is a category which strongly depends on the ship purpose, although in most cases can be expressed as amount of cargo transported. This work evaluates environmental friendliness of fishing vessels in the Adriatic Sea by the Extended Emission Index (EEI) which is formulated as a ratio of emissions generated by the ship power system and amount of catch which is considered as BS. Beside CO2 emission as a standard quantity, SOx and NOx emissions are assessed from the fuel consumption and emission factor of the used fuel. Special attention has been paid to determination of working time of ship machinery, which is obtained from the extensive measurement campaign conducted on a fishing fleet (performed within MORZ project), while amounts of the caught fish are obtained from the fishermen reports. Beside characterization of fishing fleet in the Adriatic Sea in terms of environmental friendliness, measures for its improvement are considered.
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132. Lifestyles and consumption patterns - a conceptual overview for the field of housing
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ABSTRACT:
The housing sector is a major contributor to CO2 emissions. The increase in per capita living space observed in recent decades results in the need for more building materials and an increase in energy consumption during the use phase of the dwelling. A key component in reducing the carbon footprint of the housing sector is to reduce unnecessary consumption and change consumption patterns. Lifestyles can be seen as a set of motivations, behaviours and attitudes. Therefore, in order to study housing-related lifestyles, it is first necessary to define the relevant needs and elements that influence behaviour. There is an ongoing debate in the scientific community about the difference between 'wants' and 'needs', with some arguing that the distinction is clear, while others show that this categorisation is more subjective. Acknowledging this debate, this paper examines current consumption patterns within different behavioural categories in the housing sector and the motivations behind individuals' choices. By analysing structural developments in the housing sector and potential future changes influenced by existing and emerging trends, the paper defines a theoretical framework for identifying the potential for reducing space consumption and concludes with recommendations for policy makers for optimising the special use in the housing sector.

Keywords: Occupant behavior, residential sector, energy consumption, consumption pattern, behavioral changes
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